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Abstract: Advances in technology have facilitated the molecular profiling (genomic and
transcriptomic) of tumours, and has led to improved stratification of patients and the individualisation
of treatment regimes. To fully realize the potential of truly personalised treatment options, we need
targeted therapies that precisely disrupt the compensatory pathways identified by profiling which
allow tumours to survive or gain resistance to treatments. Here, we discuss recent advances in novel
therapies that impact the genome (chromosomes and chromatin), pathways targeted and the stage of
the pathways targeted. The current state of research will be discussed, with a focus on compounds
that have advanced into trials (clinical and pre-clinical). We will discuss inhibitors of specific DNA
damage responses and other genome stability pathways, including those in development, which are
likely to synergistically combine with current therapeutic options. Tumour profiling data, combined
with the knowledge of new treatments that affect the regulation of essential tumour signalling
pathways, is revealing fundamental insights into cancer progression and resistance mechanisms.
This is the forefront of the next evolution of advanced oncology medicine that will ultimately lead to
improved survival and may, one day, result in many cancers becoming chronic conditions, rather
than fatal diseases.
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1. Introduction

Improved treatments for cancer are moving rapidly beyond “one size fits all” treatment regimes
to precision (or personalised) medicine [1–4]. This approach involves profiling the patient or tumour
(genomic or transcriptomics), which allows dysregulated pathways to be categorised and specific
targeted treatments to be selected and implemented, with the aim of improved targeted killing of cancer
cells. Targeted treatment-based approaches require specific targeted therapeutics to be developed and
their mechanisms of action understood.

This review discusses current and potential future targeted therapeutics that effect genomic
stability (inducing genomic instability), either targeting the genome at the macro (chromosome) or
micro (chromatin) level (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Genome stability mechanisms. (A). Macro—chromosomal integrity protected by
centrosomal pathways. CIN: chromosomal instability. (B). Micro—DNA damage response mechanisms
protecting chromatin from DNA double strand breaks. Homologous Recombination (HR) utilizes
the undamaged DNA template (through strand invasion) allowing faithful reproduction of the
original sequence. Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) modifies and re-ligates broken DNA ends
without consideration of the original sequence, generating mutations (deletions or insertions). MIN:
microsatellite instability.

Genomic instability can be caused through a number of independent, and at times related,
mechanisms. Chromosomal instability (CIN) is the term labelling changes in chromosome structure
and number, and is one of the most common forms of genomic instability found in human cancers.
Microsatellite instability (MSI or MIN) is characterised by genetic hypermutability (a growth or
reduction of oligonucleotide repeats in microsatellite sequences) resulting from impaired DNA
repair mechanisms (reviewed in [5,6]). Genomic instability can be induced through defects (such as
downregulation/mutation of key genes/proteins) in either the homologous recombination (HR), or the
error-prone (intrinsically mutagenic) Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) DNA repair pathways.
HR is a slow process (hours) that utilizes the undamaged DNA template (through strand invasion)
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to allow faithful reproduction of the original sequence. NHEJ is a fast process (10 s of minutes) that
modifies the broken DNA ends and joins them together without the original sequence as a template,
as such, generating mutations (deletions or insertions) [7]. Genetic defects affecting the HR pathways
result in reliance on the error prone NHEJ pathway for DNA repair, inducing/amplifying genome
instability. Inhibitors targeting genome stability components, compounds targeting enzyme classes,
descriptions of the drug molecular mechanisms of action, and the current or potential future clinical
applications are reviewed.

1.1. Macro and Micro Targeting of Genome Stability Processes

In regard to inhibitors that target processes protecting the genome at the macro level, the focus
of this section (Section 2) is on centrosome-affecting drugs. Centrosomes are multi-functional
controllers of genome stability playing an essential role in protecting chromosomes [8–10]. Centrosomal
aberrations, such as centrosome amplification (CA) can lead to mitotic catastrophe, aneuploidy,
chromosome instability (CIN) or apoptosis (Figure 1A).

Focusing on compounds targeting the chromatin (micro) level of genome protection, inhibitors of
the most damaging DNA insult- the DNA double strand break (DSB) are detailed. Inhibiting specific
DSB repair pathways (HR or NHEJ) in cancer cells can lead to targeted cell death (potentially sparing
normal cells) [11] (Figure 1B).

This review highlights small molecule inhibitors in use, being trailed, or exciting new potential
clinical treatments that target cancer, by inhibiting essential pathways cancer cells rely on for survival.
As pathway dysregulation in many cancers limits their choice of genome protective mechanisms, many
tumour cells are vulnerable to targeted inhibition of these remaining genomic defence mechanisms.

2. Small Molecule Inhibitors Targeted at the Chromosomal Level

The separation and correct positioning of (replicated) chromosomes during each cell cycle, late G2
and M phases, is a key process required to protect genomic integrity [8–10]. In mammalian cells, this
process is coordinated by the centrosome, a subcellular organelle which forms the bipolar spindle
during mitosis through microtubule organization, ensuring the equal distribution of chromosomes
during mitosis (Figure 1A). Each centrosome has two centrioles embedded within a complex
pericentriolar material (PCM). The PCM comprises hundreds of proteins, implicated in microtubule
nucleation and mitotic assembly, kinetochore-microtubule attachments, DNA damage repair and
cell cycle checkpoints [12]. This allows the centrosome to function as a multifunctional regulator
of genome stability [9]. Due to this vital role, centrosome biogenesis/function is tightly regulated,
with centrosome duplication occurring only once per cell cycle and is closely interconnected with
cell cycle signalling/progression. Centrosome duplication results in two centrosomes, which migrate
to opposite poles of the cell, orchestrating bipolar spindle formation for the faithful transmission of
genetic material to the daughter cells. Anomalies in the centrosome cycle result in structural and
numerical aberrations of the centrosome, causing genomic instability and aneuploidy, which have
been shown drive tumourigenesis in vivo [13,14]. Importantly, centrosomal defects have long been
associated with a wide range of solid and liquid tumours in humans [15]. Small molecules targeting
centrosomal components have been developed and tested in vitro and in vivo, with several currently
undergoing clinical trials, which will be reviewed below.

2.1. Inhibitors Targeting Proteins Involved in Centrosome Duplication

Centrosome number is regulated during the centrosome duplication cycle, and is a tightly
controlled cellular event that is coupled with DNA replication and cell cycle progression [12].
Centrosome duplication is divided into four main stages: centriole disengagement, centriole
duplication, centriole elongation and maturation, and centrosome separation (Figure 2). Proteins acting
at each cell cycle phase or centrosome duplication cycle are key targets for small molecule inhibitors.
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Currently, inhibitors targeting the centrosome duplication cycle are in pre-clinical development or
clinical trials and show promise as therapeutics (Table 1).Molecules 2018, 23, 1166    6 of 66 
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Figure 2. Chromosomal stability mechanisms. Centrosome duplication and segregation occurs in
synchrony with the chromosome replication cycle. Proteins controlling progression through the phases
of the centrosome and chromosome duplication cycles are key targets for inducing cytotoxicity in
tumour cells. Small molecule inhibitor targets currently being investigated in pre-clinical and clinical
trials are shown here in the context of the centrosome/cell cycle phases.
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Table 1. Inhibitors targeting proteins involved in centrosome duplication.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action of Inhibitors Clinical Trial

Centriole
disengagement Rad21 Centrosome

duplication Separase Sepin-1 Inhibits Rad21 cleavage by activated
separase [16,17]. Pre-clinical development [17].

Centriole
disengagement
and centrosome

maturation
Plk1

Centrosome
duplication Plk1

BI 2536

2-aminopyrimidine-containing
ATP-competitive kinase inhibitor.
Causes disruption of the spindle
assembly leading to mitotic arrest and
apoptosis [18].

Phase II clinical trials completed in patients with prostatic and
pancreatic neoplasms, breast cancer, endometrial cancer, head and
neck cancer, non-small cell lung cancer and SCLC.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=BI2536&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

Volasertib (BI 6727)
Blocks cell division by competitively
binding to the ATP-binding pocket of
Plk1 [18,19].

Phase II clinical trial completed in patients with ovarian cancer and
urothelial cancer.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=BI+6727&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
Phase III clinical trial in combination with low dose cytarabine in
AML patients: NCT01721876.

GSK461364 ATP-competitive Plk1 inhibitor caused
mitotic arrest through G2/M arrest [18].

Phase I clinical trial completed in non-Hodgkins lymphoma:
NCT00536835.

ZK-thiazolidinone
(TAL)

ATP-competitive inhibitor specifically
inhibits Plk1 and causes
prometaphase-like mitotic arrest [18].

Pre-clinical development [20].

Centriole
disengagement
and centrosome

duplication

CDK2
Cell cycle

(G1/S
transition)

CDK2

Milciclib
(PHA-848125 AC)

ATP-competitive inhibitor of
cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks) that
potently inhibits Cdk2/cyclin A (IC50 =
45 nM) [21].

Phase I clinical trial completed in patients with advanced/metastatic
solid tumours: NCT01300468.
Phase II clinical trial in patients with malignant thymoma, thymic
carcinoma and hepatocellular carcinoma.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=PHA-
848125+AC&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

SU9516

Inhibits pRb phosphorylation causing
enhanced pRB/E2F complex formation
and induces G1 and G2-M cell cycle
arrest [22].

Pre-clinical development.

CDK2 and
CDK1 Butyrolactone I

An ATP-competitive inhibitor of CDKs
which inhibits phosphorylation of pRB
and transcription factor EF-1 and
prevents cell cycle progression both at
G1/S and G2/M transitions [23,24].

Pre-clinical development.

RNA
polymerase II Cell cycle

progression Pan Cdk

Flavopiridol
(Alvocidib or HMR

1275)

Causes downregulation of cyclin D1,
c-MYC, and MCL-1 and induces
apoptosis in tumour cells [25].

Phase II clinical trial completed in prostate cancer, kidney cancer and
endometrial cancer and phase II drug combination studies completed
in esophageal cancer, liver cancer pancreatic cancer, breast cancer,
head and neck cancer, germ cell tumours and ovarian epithelial cancer.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Flavopiridol&cond=
cancer&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&phase=2&phase=
3&Search=Apply

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=BI2536&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=BI2536&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=BI+6727&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=BI+6727&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=PHA-848125+AC&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=PHA-848125+AC&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Flavopiridol&cond=cancer&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Flavopiridol&cond=cancer&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Flavopiridol&cond=cancer&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
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Table 1. Cont.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action of Inhibitors Clinical Trial

pRb
phosphorylation R-547 (RG547)

ATP-competitive CDK inhibitor, inhibits
retinoblastoma protein phosphorylation
in tumour cells and induces apoptosis
[25,26].

Phase I clinical trial completed in patients with advanced solid
tumours: NCT00400296.

Mcl-1
transcription

CYC-202
(R-roscovitine/Seliciclib)

Competes with ATP for its binding site
on CDKs, reduces retinoblastoma
protein phosphorylation and arrests cell
cycle at G1, S, and G2-M phases
[23,25,27,28].

Phase I clinical trial of CYC-202 in sequential or concomitant
combination therapies in patients with breast cancer (NCT01333423),
non-small cell lung cancer (NCT00372073) and advanced solid
tumours (NCT00999401).

polymerase
(RNA Pol) II SNS-032

Reversibly inhibits phosphorylation of
RNA polymerase II and causes RNA
synthesis inhibition [29].

Phase I clinical trial completed in patients with selected advanced
solid tumours (NCT00292864) and advanced B-lymphoid
malignancies (NCT00446342).

Centriole
elongation and

centrosome
duplication

Plk4 Centrosome
duplication Plk4 CFI- 400945

ATP competitive inhibitor and inhibits
autophosphorylation of PLK4 at serine
305 [30].

Phase I clinical trial in patients with advanced cancer (NCT01954316),
and in relapsed or refractory AML or myelodysplastic syndrome
(NCT03187288).

Centrosome
maturation and

separation

Aurora-A

Cell cycle
(mitotic

regulator) and
centrosome
maturation

Aurora-A

Alisertib (MLN8237)

Binds and inhibits Aurora-A, causing
delayed mitotic entry and cell cycle
arrest, leading to the formation of cells
with tetraploid DNA content [31].

Phase II clinical trial completed in prostate cancer, childhood solid
tumours or leukaemia (NCT01799278), and adult advanced
non-haematological malignancies (NCT01045421).
Phase II combination studies with Paclitaxel in small cell lung cancer,
breast cancer and combination therapy in malignant rhabdoid
tumours.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=MLN8237&cond=
cancer+and+neoplasia&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&
phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
Phase III clinical trial evaluating Alisertib, compared with Pralatrexate
or Gemcitabine or Romidepsin, in patients with relapsed or refractory
peripheral T-Cell Lymphoma: NCT01482962.

ENMD-2076

Causes G2-M arrest and a decrease in
the intercentrosomal distance, with
induction of monopolar spindles and
apoptosis [32].

Phase II clinical trial completed in patients with ovarian cancer,
ovarian clear cell carcinomas, haematological malignancies,
hepatocellular, sarcoma and triple negative breast cancer.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=ENMD-
2076&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

MK-5108 (VX-689)
Inhibits Aurora-A kinase by
competitively binding to the ATP
binding site [33].

Phase I clinical trial completed in patients with advanced solid
tumours: NCT00543387.

KW-2449
A multikinase inhibitor which causes
downregulation of Aurora kinases and
leads to G2/M arrest [34].

Phase I clinical trial in patients with acute myelogenous leukaemia
(AML) myelodysplastic syndromes and chronic myelogenous
leukaemia (NCT00779480, NCT00346632).

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=MLN8237&cond=cancer+and+neoplasia&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=MLN8237&cond=cancer+and+neoplasia&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=MLN8237&cond=cancer+and+neoplasia&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=ENMD-2076&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=ENMD-2076&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
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Table 1. Cont.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action of Inhibitors Clinical Trial

XL228

Multi-tyrosine kinases inhibitor which
inhibits Aurora-A, the T315I mutant
form of the Abl protein, IGF1R, Src
tyrosine kinase. It prevents tumor
angiogenesis, cell proliferation, and
metastasis [35].

Phase I clinical trial in patients with advanced malignancies
(NCT00526838), and chronic myeloid leukaemia or
philadelphia-chromosome-positive acute lymphocytic leukaemia
(NCT00464113).

MLN8054

An ATP-competitive inhibitor which
targets Aurora-A and causes monopolar,
acentriolar bipolar, and multipolar
spindles, leading to chromosomal
segregation defects, aneuploidy and cell
death [36].

Phase I clinical trials in patients with advanced malignancies
(NCT00652158) and breast, colon, pancreatic and bladder tumours
(NCT00249301).

Aurora-B

Cell cycle
(sister

chromatid
cohesion)

Aurora-B

Barasertib
(AZD1152-HQPA)

Competitively blocks the ATP-binding
pocket of Aurora-B kinase [31,33,37].

Phase I clinical trial completed in patients with AML (NCT01019161,
NCT00926731).
Phase I/II clinical trial in in patients with relapsed acute myeloid
leukaemia/high-risk myelodysplastic syndrome (NCT03217838).

BI811283 Inhibits by binding to the ATP binding
pocket of Aurora-B [33].

Phase I clinical trial completed in patients with various solid tumours:
NCT00701324.
Phase I/IIa combination study with Cytarabine completed in patients
with previously untreated acute myeloid leukaemia: NCT00701324.

Aurora-A/B/C

Cell cycle

(Pan Aurora)
Aurora-A/B/C

Danusertib
(PHA-739358)

ATP competitive pan-Aurora kinase
inhibitor that inhibits the catalytic
domain of Aurora kinases [31,33].

Phase II study completed in patients with metastatic hormone
refractory prostate cancer (NCT00766324), multiple myeloma
(NCT00872300) and leukaemia (NCT00335868).

Aurora-A/B Aurora-A/B PF-03814735

ATP competitive reversible inhibitor
which blocks cytokinesis, resulting in
decreased cell proliferation and the
appearance of polyploid multinucleate
cells [31,33,38].

Phase I clinical trial completed in patients with advanced solid
tumours: NCT00424632.

Aurora-A/B/C Aurora-A/B/C AMG 900

ATP-competitive inhibitor of Aurora
kinases, causing inhibition of
autophosphorylation of Aurora-A
and -B [31,33].

Phase I clinical trial completed in active study in advanced
malignancy and solid tumours (NCT00858377) and acute myeloid
leukaemia (NCT01380756).

Linker
dissociation

NIMA Related
Kinase 2
(Nek2)

Centrosome
duplication Nek2

JH295

Irreversibly inhibits Nek2 via alkylation
of residue Cys22 without affecting the
mitotic kinases, Cdk1, Aurora-B,
or Plk1 [39].

Pre-clinical development.

NCL 00017509 Binds to ATP domain of Nek2 and
causes irreversible inhibition [40]. Pre-clinical development.
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Table 1. Cont.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action of Inhibitors Clinical Trial

Centrosome
separation and
spindle fibre

formation

Cdk1
Cell cycle

(G2/M
transition)

CDK1/cyclin
B1 RO-3306 Binds to ATP binding pocket and

inhibits CDK1/cyclin B1 [41,42]. Pre-clinical development.

CDK1 CGP 74514A

Binds to ATP binding pocket and
reduces Akt phosphorylation, increasing
mitochondrial damage and inducing
apoptosis [43,44].

Pre-clinical development.

KSP/Eg5
(Cell cycle)

mitotic
spindle pole
separation

KSP/Eg5

Monastrol

ATP non-competitive reversible
inhibitor which binds to the Eg5-ADP
complex and prevents force generation
and kinesin motility [45].

Pre-clinical development.

Ispinesib (SB-715992)

ATP non-competitive reversible
inhibitor which binds to the Eg5-ADP
complex and prevents force generation
and kinesin motility [46,47].

Phase II clinical trial completed in patients with breast cancer, prostate
cancer, ovarian cancer, non-small cell lung cancer, liver cancer, kidney
cancer, colorectal cancer and melanoma.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=Ispinesib+
SB-715992&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

MK-0731

ATP non-competitive reversible
inhibitor which binds to the Eg5-ADP
complex and prevents force generation
and kinesin motility [45].

Phase I clinical trial completed in patients with advanced solid
tumours: NCT00104364.

KSP/Eg5
mcl-1

KSP/Eg5
mcl-1 Filanesib (ARRY-520)

Non-ATP competitive inhibitor which
binds to Eg5 at the same site as
monastrol and induces cell cycle arrest
at mitosis, leading to apoptosis [45,48].

Phase I/II clinical trial completed in patients with advanced solid
tumours and haematological malignancies.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=ARRY-
520&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=Ispinesib+SB-715992&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=Ispinesib+SB-715992&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=ARRY-520&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=ARRY-520&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
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Sister chromatid and centriole separation is regulated by proteins expressed towards late mitosis,
with some playing roles in both processes. Separase cleaves the cohesin subunit, Scc1RAD21, allowing
sister chromatids to separate at the onset of anaphase during mitosis [16,49]. Separase also interacts
with Polo-like kinase-1 (Plk1) to cleave Scc1RAD21 and initiates centriole disengagement [50]. In many
human tumours separase is overexpressed (60% of breast cancers) and mislocalised [51]. Sepin-1
was designed as a novel non-competitive separase inhibitor, inhibiting separase enzymatic activity
and inducing apoptosis in cancer cells [16,17]. Polo-like kinases (Plks) are serine/threonine protein
kinases involved in diverse cellular processes and are crucial for mitotic progression, including
centrosome maturation, mitotic entry, bipolar spindle formation, chromosome segregation, cytokinesis,
and mitotic exit [52,53]. Plks are parallel activators of centriole disengagement, which is considered a
licensing step for centriole duplication. Plk1 phosphorylates Pericentrin (PCNT), making it a target for
Separase cleavage during mitotic exit, thus triggering centriole separation and regulating centriole
duplication [52,54]. Plk1 co-regulates multiple mitotic events with another kinase, Aurora-A. Plk1 is
phosphorylated (at pT210) by Aurora-A kinase, which in turn promotes the recruitment of Plk1 to
centrosomes in late S-G2. Activated Plk1 localisation to the centrosome is a significant factor in
the promotion of pro-centriole disengagement and maturation, leading to centriole duplication [55].
Plk1 also mediates the localisation of Eg5 kinesin, regulating centrosome separation [49,56]. Plk1 loss
prevents centriole disengagement, and the subsequent centriole duplication. These key roles of
Plk1 mean that Plk1 inhibitors are promising cancer therapeutics (reviewed in [18]). Plk1 small
molecule inhibitors—BI 2536 (2-aminopyrimidine-containing ATP-competitive inhibitor), Volasertib
(BI 6727) and GSK461364 (both ATP competitive molecules)—have shown important antitumour
activity in xenograft models and are enrolled in clinical trials [19]. The ATP competitive inhibitor,
ZK-thiazolidinone (TAL), is another promising Plk1 inhibitor that is currently in pre-clinical studies [57].
Dual action inhibitors co-inhibiting both Plk1 and Aurora-A kinases (discussed below) are a promising
therapeutic option, which promote cell death by mitotic catastrophe in cancer cells [58].

Cell cycle progression, from G1 to S phase, initiates pro-centriole formation at the distal end of
the mother centrioles. As the centrosome duplication cycle and cell cycle are linked, appropriate
levels of active Cyclin–Cdk complexes are required for initiating the centrosome duplication
cycle [56]. Importantly, nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling of the Cyclin-A–Cdk2 and Cyclin-E–Cdk2
complexes promote initiation of centriole duplication and DNA synthesis. The Cyclin-E–Cdk2
complex phosphorylates several centrosomal proteins, such as Centrosomal protein (CP) 110 and
nucleophosmin, regulating centrosomal activities [56,59,60]. While Cdk2 is a key regulator of both cell
and centrosome cycles, it is not essential for centrosome duplication, as Cdk1 can compensate for Cdk2
in its absence [61]. Inhibition of Cdk2 can partially block centriole overduplication, thus maintaining
genomic stability without affecting normal centriole duplication and cell cycle progression [62–64].
The Cdk2 inhibitors, SU9516 and Butyrolactone I (which inhibits centriole overduplication, promoting
cell death in vitro), are in pre-clinical studies [22–24]. The Cdk2 inhibitor, Milciclib (PHA-848125 AC),
and the non-specific Cdk2 inhibitors (targeting multiple Cdks, often 1, 2, 4 or 5) Flavopiridol (Alvocidib),
R-547, SNS-032 and Roscovitine (CYC-202) are all enrolled in clinical trials (reviewed in [25]).

During the G1-S phase, Polo-like kinase 4 (Plk4; SAK in Drosophila) cooperates with Cyclin–Cdk
complexes and recruits structural components required for the formation of pro-centrioles. Plk4 is
considered the master regulator of centriole duplication, with an increase in Plk4 levels (and kinase
activity) leading to extranumerary centrioles, whereas Plk4 depletion reduces centriole numbers [59].
Plk4 controls centriole number by phosphorylating substrate STIL (SCL/TAL1 interrupting locus)
resulting in the recruitment of Sas6 to the pro-centriolar seeding site [65]. Subsequently, centriole
elongation is governed by recruitment of Centrosomal P4.1–associated protein (CPAP), Centrobin
and CP110. As a master regulator of centrosome duplication, Plk4 activity is tightly regulated,
by trans-autophosphorylation, SCF (Slimb) E3 ubiquitin ligase degradation and KAT2A/B-mediated
acetylation. Plk4 overexpression and overactivation are characteristics associated with many human
cancers, and Plk4 is, therefore, considered a promising cancer target [66,67]. CFI-400945, a potent and
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selective Plk4 inhibitor is currently enrolled in phase I clinical trials in patients with relapsed and
refractory acute myeloid leukaemia and myelodysplastic syndrome [30]. CFI-400945 blocks Plk4 kinase
activity (both phosphorylation and trans-autophosphorylation) resulting in aberrant mitoses [30,66].
While overexpression of Plk4 causes centrosome amplification in cancer cells, insufficient amounts of
Plk4 can trigger centriolar defects [68]. Therefore, achieving the correct dosage of Plk4 inhibitors is of
critical importance (see discussion in Section 2.2).

Centrosome maturation is coordinated by the kinase Aurora-A, which organises the
recruitment of PCM proteins (including γ-TuRC and associated proteins). Aurora-A centrosomal
recruitment is regulated by Plk1 (through phosphorylation). Importantly, Aurora-A overexpression
induces centrosome amplification by concomitant tetraploidisation (not by excessive centrosome
duplication) [31,33,69,70]. In contrast, the Aurora-B kinase acts as the catalytic component of the
chromosomal passenger complex (CPC) and plays a key role in chromosome orientation, spindle
assembly and cytokinesis. Overexpression of both Aurora kinases is associated with high tumour cell
proliferation rates and poor patient prognosis, making them ideal targets for anticancer therapy [33].
Many small molecule inhibitors targeting the Aurora kinases are reversible ATP competitive inhibitors,
which bind to the ATP-binding pocket via hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic, aromatic and van der
Waals interactions [33]. The orally-active Aurora-A inhibitor, ENMD-2076, has successfully completed
phase II clinical trials in solid tumours [32]. The Aurora-A inhibitor, Alisertib (MLN8237), has
shown promising efficacy in several solid tumours and has advanced to phase III clinical trials
in T cell lymphoma patients [31]. Furthermore, newer Aurora-A inhibitors are entering phase I clinical
trials, including MK-5108 (VX-689), KW-2449, XL228 and MLN8054 [33–36] (Table 1). Barasertib
(AZD1152-HQPA) which selectively inhibits Aurora-B (over Aurora-A) has been widely studied in
advanced solid tumours and haematological cancers, and is reportedly clinically effective in acute
myeloid leukaemia (AML) patients [37]. The dual active inhibitors (targeting both Aurora-A and
-B) Danusertib (PHA-739358), PF-03814735 and AMG 900 show anti-proliferative activity in vitro
(against multiple cancer types), are orally bioavailable and are currently undergoing phase I clinical
trials [31,33].

In late G2 phase, the matured centrosomes separate and migrate to opposite poles, initiating
mitosis. Centrosome separation requires the regulated removal of the physical linkage tethering the
duplicated centrosomes together. Rootletin, and its interacting partner, C-NAP1 (CEP250), are critical
for maintaining this centrosome cohesion. The NIMA Related Kinase 2 (Nek2) phosphorylation of
C-NAP1 leads to its dissociation from centrioles, and the initiation of centrosome separation [71].
High levels of Nek2 protein and Nek2 mRNA overexpression have been reported in breast cancer
and in individual subtypes, making Nek2 a relevant drug target [72]. JH295 and NCL 00017509
are the latest generation of Nek2 inhibitors, exerting potent, specific and irreversible inhibition, and
are currently in pre-clinical studies in vitro [39,40]. Interestingly, in addition to Nek2’s centrosomal
role, there is Nek2-dependent activation of Alternative Reading Frame (ARF) protein in response to
ATM depletion, which acts as a secondary protective checkpoint response in ATM-deficient cells [73].
This finding has important implications for the future clinical use of Nek2 inhibitors, particularly when
used in combination therapies with ATM inhibitors (see Sections 2.2 and 3.1.2 for ATM inhibitors).

G2–M transition is orchestrated by the key cyclin dependent kinase. In addition, Cdk1 promotes
centrosome separation by phosphorylating and activating Eg5 at the spindle poles [49]. Inhibiting
Cdk1 can cause cell cycle arrest at G2/M, but active Cdk2 allows cells to progress through the
centrosome cycle, resulting in the production of multiple centrosomes [61]. RO-3306 and CGP 74514A
are selective ATP-competitive Cdk1 inhibitors that cause cell cycle arrest, centrosomal defects and
are currently undergoing further pre-clinical development [41–43,74,75] (Table 1). During G2-M
transition, the two matured centrosomes move in opposite directions along the nuclear envelope
to form the bipolar spindle. Eg5 (KIF11, kinesin-5, KSP) is a plus end mitotic kinesin that generates
the sustained outward forces required for centrosome separation, movement and formation of the
bipolar spindle [45]. Localisation of Eg5 to the centrosome requires intact microtubules and Plk1 [49].
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Any aberration in Eg5 expression can affect cell division and leads to centrosome separation defects.
HSET (KIFC1) is a minus-end interpolar mitotic kinesin and an Eg5 antagonist. While HSET is involved
in microtubule organisation and stability, it plays an interesting role in the survival of cancer cells
with supernumerary (≥3) centrosomes, by facilitating centrosome clustering (reviewed below in
centrosome clustering Section 2.3) [76]. Monastrol was identified as the first small molecule Eg5
inhibitor (allosteric inhibitor of ATPase activity) and causes mitotic arrest and a monoastral spindle
in cells [45,77]. Current next generation Eg5 inhibitors in clinical trials include the quinazolinone
derivative, Ispinesib (SB-715992, CK0238273), which disturbs Eg5 microtubule movement by inhibiting
ADP release, and is in phase II trials (Table 1). The allosteric Eg5 inhibitor, MK-0731 (non-competitive
against ATP or microtubules) has completed a phase I trial (NCT00104364). Filanesib (ARRY-520) has
completed (NCT01989325, NCT02092922) and is in a current phase I/II clinical trial against Multiple
Myeloma (MM) (NCT02384083) [45,46,48].

2.2. Centrosome Amplification Inhibitors

Centrosome amplification (CA) refers to an aberrant centrosome number (≥3 per cell), which is
a hallmark feature of many high-grade tumours [15]. CA is a trigger of chromosome instability
(Figure 1A) and is now thought to act as a driver for cancer progression [59]. Possible mechanisms that
result in CA include centrosome reduplication, cytokinesis failure (resulting in genome doubling and
CA), centriole splitting and PCM fragmentation, and de novo formation of microtubule organizing
centres (MTOCs) without centrioles and DNA damage [59,78]. In this section, small molecule inhibitors
targeting key CA regulating proteins are discussed.

Genetic instability due to failed DNA repair mechanisms is an important pathway by which
tumour cells induce CA. Cells employ DNA repair mechanisms (reviewed in detail in Section 3) to
rectify severe DNA damage, like double strand breaks (DSB). Loss or inactivation of proteins involved
in DNA damage repair pathways leads to persistence of DSB, which triggers centrosome amplification
(reviewed in [79]). Dysregulation of key DNA damage proteins—ATM (Ataxia-telangiectasia mutated),
ATR (Ataxia and Rad3-related), Chk1 (checkpoint kinase 1), Cdk1 (cyclin-dependent kinase 1), Cdk2,
Rad51, Rad54, MCPH1, BRCA1 (breast cancer susceptibility gene 1) and BRCA2—has been implicated
in CA induction [61,78,80–82]. CA in normal cells is poorly tolerated with tumour suppressor gene
p53, and its downstream targets, p21 and Gadd45a, regulating the formation of supernumerary
centrosomes [83]. In accordance with centrosomal activities, many DNA damage response (DDR)
proteins physically localise and accumulate at the centrosome in a temporal manner throughout the
cell cycle, including the apical DSB response kinases, ATM and ATR, which localise at centrosomes
and regulate centrosome number during the G2 checkpoint [82]. Caffeine is a well-characterised
inhibitor of both kinases [84]. Interestingly, ATM and ATR act in a complementary (or redundant)
manner in driving centrosomal responses to DNA damage, as a caffeine-sensitive activity allows
CA in ATM- or ATR-deficient cells [78]. Caffeine has been tested in multiple phase II/III/IV clinical
trials against multiple tumour types (Table 2). Selective ATM and ATR inhibitors are discussed in
the context of the DNA repair pathways in Section 3.1.2 (Table 4). Downstream of ATM/ATR in
the DNA damage pathway, Chk1 is phosphorylated and localises to the centrosome which leads to
the induction of CA [78,85,86]. Chk1 activation and centrosomal localisation blocks cyclin B–Cdk1
activation, negatively regulating mitotic entry and causing a prolonged G2 arrest, during which CA
occurs [78]. Furthermore, Chk1 signalling causes CA after ionizing radiation (IR) by upregulating
Cdk2 activity through activating phosphorylation [61]. UCN-01 (a Staurosporine derivative) is a
reversible ATP-competitive Chk1 inhibitor (with dose dependent inhibition of other protein kinases)
in clinical trials. MK-8776 (SCH 900776) is a potent Chk1 inhibitor which abrogates the G2 block and
inhibits DSB repair in vitro, and is currently in phase II clinical trials (Table 2).

The DDR enzyme, poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP-1) localizes to centrosomes and is
activated following single- and double-strand DNA breaks (PARP-1 inhibition in the context of DNA
repair is discussed in detail in Section 3). Centrosome hyperamplification is observed following
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treatment with specific PARP inhibitors: 3-AB (3-aminobenzamide), rucaparib and the quinazoline,
NU1025, as well as in PARP-1-null cells [87–90]. This induction of CA by PARP inhibitors does
not require DNA lesions and it is thought to be caused by a signal transduction pathway involving
poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation of centrosomal proteins [91]. Interestingly, the cytotoxicity of a select group of
PARP inhibitors is attributable to the de-clustering of amplified centrosomes (discussed in Section 2.3),
leading to mitotic catastrophe. As such, PARP-1 inhibition is an emerging therapeutic target for
centrosome-associated cancers.
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Table 2. Inhibitors targeting proteins involved in centrosome amplification (CA).

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein

Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action of Inhibitors Clinical Trial

Centrosome
amplification

(CA)

ATM/ATR
kinases

DNA
damage

ATM/ATR
kinases Caffeine Induces G1/S arrest and abrogates the G1/S and

G2/M checkpoint delay periods [84].

Phase I–IV studies in a wide range of solid tumours
(lymphoma, small cell lung cancer, melanoma, kidney,
pancreatic, ovarian and leukaemia).
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&
term=caffeine&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

Chk1 Chk1

UCN-01
Binds the ATP-binding pocket of Chk1, resulting in
accumulation of cells in G1 phase and induction of
apoptosis [92].

Phase II clinical trials in lymphoma, small-cell lung
cancer, melanoma, kidney, pancreatic, ovarian and
leukaemia patients.
https:
//clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=UCN-01&age_
v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&Search=Apply

MK-8776 (SCH
900776)

Radiosensitizes tumor cells by causing abrogation of
the G2 block and DSB repair [93].

Phase II clinical trial completed in patients with
relapsed acute myeloid leukaemia: NCT01870596.

poly
(ADP-ribose)
polymerase

(PARP)
PARP-1

3-Aminobenzamide
(3-AB)

1st generation PARP inhibitor: shows structural
similarity with nicotinimide and binds PARP
preventing it from depleting NAD+. PARP-1
inhibition causes the uncoupling of DNA and
centrosome duplication cycles leading to CA [87].

Pre-clinical development [89].

Rucaparib
(AG14361)

Hydrogen bonds with the Gly863, Ser904, and Glu988
residues of the PARP-1 protein [91].

Phase I/II/III trials in a range of human malignancies
alone and in combination with other agents.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&
term=rucaparib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

NU1025 Hydrogen bonds with the Gly863, Ser904, and Glu988
residues of the PARP-1 protein [91]. Pre-clinical development [88].

Phosphoinositide
3-kinase
(PI3K)

PI3K/Akt PI3K/p110α

LY294002 Reversibly inhibits PI3K by competing with ATP for
the active site of catalytic subunit p110 [94].

Phase I clinical trial in patients with relapsed or
refractory neuroblastoma: NCT02337309.

GDC-0941
Pictrelisib

Selectively binds to PI3K isoforms in an
ATP-competitive manner and inhibits the production
of the secondary messenger
phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3) [95].

Phase II clinical study in completed in breast cancer
and non-small cell lung cancer.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=GDC-
0941&cond=cancer+and+neoplasia&age_v=&gndr=
&type=&rslt=&phase=1&Search=Apply

Wortmannin
Binds to the ATP-binding site of p110 by forming a
covalent bond between C20 of the wortmannin furan
ring and K802 of p110a [94].

Pre-clinical development.

A66 Blocks insulin signalling to Akt/PKB by inhibiting
p110α and reducing cell growth [96]. Pre-clinical development [97].

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=caffeine&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=caffeine&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=UCN-01&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=UCN-01&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=UCN-01&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=rucaparib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=rucaparib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=GDC-0941&cond=cancer+and+neoplasia&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=GDC-0941&cond=cancer+and+neoplasia&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=GDC-0941&cond=cancer+and+neoplasia&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=1&Search=Apply
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Table 2. Cont.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein

Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action of Inhibitors Clinical Trial

Akt

Akt

MK-2206
Non-ATP competitive inhibitor of the PI3K/Akt
signalling pathway causing decreased cell
proliferation and induction of apoptosis [96].

Clinical trials in advanced breast cancer, metastatic
neuroendocrine tumors (NET), advanced colorectal
carcinoma, ovarian cancer, endometrial cancer and
non-small cell lung cancer.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&
term=MK-2206&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
&Search=Search

Mtor
p70S6 kinase Akti X Inhibits phosphorylation of mTOR, p70S6 kinase and

S6 ribosomal protein resulting in apoptosis [96].
Phase I clinical trial in cancer patients with metastatic
melanoma: NCT02489266.

PI3K /Mtor PF-04691502
ATP-competitive PI3K/mTOR dual inhibitor, which
potently inhibits recombinant class I PI3K and
mTOR [98].

Phase II clinical trial in patients with breast cancer
(NCT01658176, NCT01430585) and endometrial cancer
(NCT01420081).

ROCK1 and
ROCK2

RhoA/ROCK ROCK
Y27632

Y-27632 inhibits both ROCK1 and ROCK2 by
competing with ATP for binding to the catalytic
site [96,99].

Pre-clinical trials [99].

H1152 ATP-competitive inhibitor of G-protein
Rho-associated [96,99]. Pre-clinical trials [99].

Plk4 Centriole
duplication Plk4 CFI-400945 ATP competitive inhibitor, inhibits

autophosphorylation of Plk4 at serine 305 [30].

Phase I clinical trial in patients with advanced cancer
(NCT01954316) and phase I study in patients with
relapsed or refractory acute myeloid leukaemia or
myelodysplastic syndrome (NCT03187288).

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=MK-2206&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=MK-2206&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=MK-2206&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
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Phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) is a crucial signalling pathway involved in cell proliferation,
growth and survival, and a high incidence of PI3K pathway alterations is observed in many cancers.
Activation of the PI3K-Akt pathway can contribute to CA, as inhibitors targeting key proteins of
aberrant PI3K-Akt pathways can suppress centrosome amplification [100]. Many of the PI3K inhibitors
are known to bind competitively to the ATP-binding pocket in the catalytic domain of the p110α
catalytic subunit. A range of PI3K inhibitors (known to affect centrosomes) are currently enrolled
in pre-clinical and clinical trials (including phase II clinical trials against a range of cancer types)
(Table 2) [94–96]. Hyperactive Met-PI3K-Akt deregulates centrosome duplication and causes multipolar
spindles and CIN, and the PI3K inhibitor, LY294002 (a reversible ATP competitor), has been reported
to significantly suppress Met-induced supernumerary centrosomes [71,73]. Mutations in the PIK3CA
gene, encoding the p110α catalytic subunit, have been reported in ~30% of breast cancers (mainly
estrogen receptor positive; ER+), and many other cancer types (including ovarian, urological, neural
and brain, lung, colorectal and pancreatic) [101,102]. Mutant PIK3CA (p110αH1047R) can cause
sustained PI3K pathway activation, and induce CA at the G1/S transition via a pathway involving Akt,
ROCK and Cdk2/Cyclin E-nucleophosmin [59,96,103]. The Cdk2-Cyclin E complex phosphorylates
nucleophosmin, which interacts with ROCK II to initiate centrosome overduplication. These interacting
CA events can be blocked by the inhibition of Cdk2, PI3K p110α or ROCK, preventing CA (Table 2).

As previously discussed (Section 2.1), Plk4 is a master regulator of centrosome duplication,
and Plk4 dysregulation is a major contributor to CA, tissue hyperplasia and chromosome
instability [104–108]. A small molecule Plk4 inhibitor, CFI-400945 (an ATP competitive inhibitor),
was tested in patient-derived mice xenografts (against a range of cancer types) and significantly reduced
tumour growth and increased overall survival [30,109,110]. Interestingly, the effects of CFI-400945
were found to be dose dependent, with in vitro studies using high concentrations (≥200 nM) reducing
centriole numbers, and low concentrations (10–100 nM) increasing the number of centrioles [30].
The dose dependent effects of CFI-400945 are mediated by full (high concentration) and partial
(low concentration) inhibition of Plk4 activity. Partial Plk4 inhibition reduces Plk4 autophosphorylation,
targeting it for degradation. However, enough activity remains for the phosphorylation of centrosome
substrates and the induction of centriole overduplication [30]. Currently, orally active CFI-400945 is
undergoing phase I clinical trials (NCT01954316, NCT03187288) (Table 2).

2.3. Centrosome Clustering Inhibitors

Cells harbouring supernumerary centrosomes should either arrest during the spindle assembly
checkpoint, or produce a multipolar cell division, which leads to complete mitotic catastrophe or
severe aneuploidy in the resultant progeny [59,103] (Figure 1A). However, given that CA is a key
feature of high-grade tumours, tumour cells clearly employ a mechanism for survival in the face
of extra centrosomes, namely, centrosome clustering (CC). Centrosome clustering gathers together
supernumerary centrosomes during mitotic spindle assembly to form pseudo-bipolar cell division.
The de-clustering of supernumerary centrosomes specifically eliminates cells with CA by causing
multipolar mitosis and massive aneuploidy, which ultimately results in cell cycle arrest and cell
death [59]. Thus, the inhibition of centrosome clustering is an exciting new therapeutic approach
for cancer treatment. While the precise mechanism of centrosome clustering is not fully understood,
inhibitors targeting known mechanisms are highlighted below.

The oncogenic transcription factor, STAT3 (Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription 3),
was recently shown to regulate centrosome clustering via a pathway involving Stathmin (a regulator
of microtubule dynamics) and the mitotic kinase, Plk1 [111–113]. STAT3 is reported to be active
in various cancer cell types, and it is primarily involved in the transcriptional regulation of
apoptosis, inflammation, and invasiveness [114]. It has been shown that STAT3 inhibition leads
to a transcription-independent mechanism that prevents centrosome clustering [113]. The inhibitor,
Stattic (STAT three inhibitory compound) alters the SH2 domain of STAT3 and indirectly inhibits
phosphopeptide binding, blocking the STAT3 mediated regulation of Stathmin, allowing its
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microtubule depolymerase function to remain active [112] (Table 2). Plk1 has been shown to
induce clustering in endothelial cells by increasing γ-tubulin levels, and inhibition of STAT3
decreases downstream Plk1 phosphorylation, which reduces total γ-tubulin protein expression [115].
Napabucasin (BBI-608) is an orally-administered first-in-class STAT3 inhibitor that is currently active
in >20 clinical trials (five in phase III) [111–113]. However, it should be noted that in addition to
centrosomal activities, STAT3 inhibitors significantly inhibit cancer stem cell gene regulation.

The anaphase-promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C) is an essential ubiquitin-protein ligase
that is involved in cell cycle progression. The activation of APC/C is dependent on its two
co-activator subunits, CDC20 and CDH1. While APC/C-CDC20 principally regulates mitotic
progression, APC/C-CDH1 has a broad spectrum of substrates that includes proteins involved in
the regulation of centriole disengagement [116–118]. During mitosis, the APC/C-CDH1 complex
regulates the downstream substrate, kinesin motor Eg5, which maintains balanced spindle forces and
plays an essential role in centrosome clustering. Inhibition of APC/C-CDH1 increases Eg5 protein
levels, resulting in a multipolar spindle phenotype specifically in CA cells [119]. Pro-TAME and
Apcin are selective APC/C-CDH1 inhibitors (both disrupting protein–protein interactions) currently
in pre-clinical development (Table 3). APC/C inhibitors represent a new therapeutic approach
to specifically target tumour cells harbouring CA, while leaving the surrounding normal cells
viable [118,120,121].
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Table 3. Inhibitors targeting proteins involved in centrosome clustering (CC).

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action of Inhibitors Clinical Trial

Centrosome
Clustering

(CC)

Stathmin STAT3–Stathmin STAT3

Stattic
Blocks STAT3 to inhibit stathmin depolymerase
function, allowing stathmin to remain active to
depolymerize microtubules [112].

Pre-clinical development.

Napabucasin
(BBI-608)

Blocks STAT3 to inhibit stathmin depolymerase
function, allowing stathmin to remain active to
depolymerize microtubules [112].

Phase I-III clinical trials including trials in
combination with other compounds in patients
with pancreatic, metastatic colorectal cancer,
gastric, gastro-esophageal junction cancer and
non-squamous, non-small cell lung cancer.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=
cancer&term=BBI-608&cntry=&state=&city=
&dist=&Search=Search

APC/C
Cdc20/CDH1 Mitotic

progression
Anaphase-

promoting Complex

ProTAME
Disrupts APC3–Cdc20 IR-tail binding
interaction and prevents its activation by Cdc20
and Cdh1 [119,120].

Pre-clinical development.

APC/C Cdc20 Apcin Disrupts D-box interaction between Cdc20 and
the substrate [120]. Pre-clinical development [122].

HSET
Mitotic
spindle

assembly
HSET

CW069
Binds to loop 5 cleft of HSET motor domain
causing selective allosteric inhibition of
HSET [45,123].

Pre-clinical development.

AZ82

Blocks the ATP binding pocket and binds
specifically to the KIFC1/microtubule (MT)
binary complex, inhibiting the MT-stimulated
KIFC1 enzymatic activity [45].

Pre-clinical development [124,125].

α/β Tubulin microtubule
dynamics

Tubulin

Griseofulvin
Decreases the dynamicity of microtubules,
leading to multipolar spindles and inducing
mitotic arrest [126].

Preclinical development [127].

GF-15 Disrupts microtubule dynamics, leading to
multipolar spindles [128]. Pre-clinical development [128,129].

Poly (ADP-ribose)
polymerase

DNA damage

PARP5a (TNKS1) PARP1,
2, 6 AZ0108 NAD+ competitive inhibitor [130]. Pre-clinical development [130].

PARP-1 PJ-34
Induces G2/M arrest in cancer cells via p21
gene activation and subsequent cell death via
centrosome declustering [124].

Pre-clinical development [131,132].

PARP-1, 2 Veliparib
(ABT-888)

Inhibits PARP catalytic activity and, to a lesser
extent, exerts PARP trapping activity [133].

Phase I/II/III trials in a range of human
malignancies, alone and in combination with
other agents.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=
veliparib&cond=Cancer&age_v=&gndr=&type=
&rslt=&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=BBI-608&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=BBI-608&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=BBI-608&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=veliparib&cond=Cancer&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=veliparib&cond=Cancer&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=veliparib&cond=Cancer&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
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Table 3. Cont.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action of Inhibitors Clinical Trial

Non-specific PARP
inhibitor/cysteine-
containing proteins

Iniparib
(BSI-201)

A non-selective modifier of cysteine-containing
proteins (protein-reactive compound), rather
than a bona fide PARP inhibitor [134,135].

Phase I/II/III trials in breast, ovarian, uterine,
lung and advanced solid tumours, both alone and
in combination with other agents. https:
//clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&
term=Iniparib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

Coiled-Coil
Containing

Protein 3 (TACC3)
Colonic and

Hepatic Tumour
Overexpressed
gene (ch-TOG)

Actin and
mitotic

microtubule
organization

Integrin-linked Kinase
(ILK) QLT-0267

Inhibits kinase activity of ILK in an
ATP-competitive manner and disrupts TACC3
phosphorylation [129].

Pre-clinical development [136].

Hsp70 Nek6–Hsp72 Hsp70
Hsp72 VER-155008

ATP competitive inhibitor of Hsp 70 which
blocks the nucleotide-binding domain and
prevents substrate binding [137].

Pre-clinical development [138].

N/A N/A N/A CCCI-01
Inhibits centrosome clustering, promoting
spindle multipolarity and cell death selectively
in cancer cells [139].

Pre-clinical development [139].

End Binding
Protein-1 (EB1),

cytoplasmic linker
protein-170
(CLIP-170)

Microtubule
dynamics EB1, CLIP-170 EM011

Disrupts microtubule dynamicity and induces
G2/M arrest in cancer cells followed by
apoptotic cell death [140].

Pre-clinical development [141].

Cofilin Actin
destabilization

Cofilin
Platelet-derived Growth

Factor Receptor
(PDGFR)-a and -b and

FLT3

Crenolanib
(CP-868596)

An ATP competitive inhibitor which induces
spindle multipolarity in cells with CA by
activating cofilin [142].

Phase I–III clinical trials in D842V PDGFRA
gene-mutated tumours, advanced gastrointestinal
stromal tumours and acute myeloid leukaemia.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=
cancer&term=Crenolanib&cntry=&state=&city=
&dist=&Search=Search

Cofilin Actin
destabilization

Cofilin
PDGFR-b CP-673451

An ATP competitive inhibitor which induces
spindle multipolarity in cells with CA by
activating cofilin [142].

Pre-clinical development [143].

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Iniparib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Iniparib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Iniparib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=Crenolanib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=Crenolanib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=Crenolanib&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
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Microtubule motor human NCD (nonclaret disjunctional) homolog HSET (KIFC1) is a kinesin-14
family member. Kinesin-14 proteins are specific minus-end microtubule-directed motors that cross-link
microtubules and coordinate spindle assembly. HSET utilizes the energy derived from ATP hydrolysis
to move along microtubules from plus to minus-ends. The activity of HSET is not essential for
spindle assembly in cultured cells because centrosomes can mask its function [144–146]. HSET is a
direct binding partner of the centrosomal protein CEP215, and the CEP215–HSET complex promotes
centrosome clustering, forming pseudo-bipolar spindles in cancer cells with CA [76]. Thus, targeting
this complex has been shown to be specifically cytotoxic to CA cells [125]. Furthermore, recent work
suggests that the loss of E-cadherin in cells increases cortical contractility, restricting centrosome
movement to a minimal distance which facilitates HSET binding to the microtubules of multiple
centrosomes, thus promoting clustering [144]. In addition, HSET is overexpressed in human cancer
and mediates therapeutic resistance in breast cancer, making it a promising new therapeutic target [147].
CW069 is an allosteric, and selective inhibitor of HSET that increases multipolar spindles by inducing
centrosome de-clustering in cells harbouring CA. Alternatively, AZ82 is a reversible and potent
ATP-competitive (microtubule non-competitive) inhibitor of MT-stimulated ATPase HSET activity,
which stimulates centrosome de-clustering in CA cancer cells [45,123,125] (Table 3).

Griseofulvin, an orally active antifungal drug, was identified as a centrosome de-clustering
agent in a phenotype-based screen [148]. Griseofulvin induces multipolar spindles by disrupting the
interphase microtubule network, via inhibition of microtubule polymerisation [142,148,149]. GF-15,
a griseofulvin derivative, is a significantly more potent centrosome de-clustering agent which causes
multipolar cell divisions and subsequent tumour-specific cell death [128]. GF-15 reduces spindle
tension (without significantly impacting tubulin polymerisation) through inhibition of microtubule
dynamic stability, leading to spindle multipolarity in CA cells [126,128,139] (Table 3).

An orally bioavailable phthalazinone PARP inhibitor, AZ0108, was identified as a potent
de-clustering agent using a cell-based phenotypic screen to identify inhibitors of centrosome clustering.
AZ0108 showed selective inhibition against PARPs 1, 2, 5a (tankyrase-1; TNKS1) and 6. Importantly,
a siRNA screen for specific PARPs found that TNKS1 is essential for clustering and the formation
of bipolar spindles [130]. PolyADP-ribosylation of TNKS1 may contribute to spindle bipolarity
by providing a static matrix, anchoring microtubule-associated motor and spindle proteins [124].
A second PARP inhibitor, PJ-34, is currently undergoing pre-clinical trials and is known to induce
distorted multipolar spindles and to disrupt bipolar clustering of extra centrosomes resulting
in mitotic catastrophe and cell death, an effect exclusively eradicating cancer cells harbouring
CA without affecting normal cell proliferation [124,132,150]. AZ0108 and PJ-34 showed better
centrosome de-clustering abilities, compared to isoquinolinone-derived PARP inhibitors Tiq-A and
Phen (phenanthrene) [124,151] (Table 3). They also performed better than the non-phenanthrene
derivative (orally available PARP inhibitor) Veliparib (ABT-888). While Iniparib (BSI-201) was described
as a PARP inhibitor (and found to have centrosomal activity), it has subsequently been reported to
be a non-selective modifier of cysteine-containing proteins (making it a protein-reactive compound),
rather than a bona fide PARP inhibitor [134,135] (Table 3).

Two centrosomal proteins critical for centrosome clustering are Transforming Acidic Coiled-Coil
Containing Protein 3 (TACC3) and Colonic and Hepatic Tumour Overexpressed Gene (ch-TOG).
Integrin-linked Kinase (ILK) regulates TACC3 phosphorylation at Ser558, in an Aurora A-dependent
manner, and disruption of this phosphorylation leads to a destabilised spindle, astral microtubules
and errors in microtubule attachment to centrosomes [129]. ILK depletion or inactivation can affect
Aurora-A–TACC3 interactions. QLT-0267 is a pharmacological inhibitor that targets ILK kinase
activity (binding to the ATP-binding site of ILK) and induces centrosome declustering [129]. QLT-0267
treatment causes a decrease in TACC3 phosphorylation, which leads to a destabilised spindle and
errors in microtubule attachment. In vitro, QLT-0267 shows a significant selectivity for cancer cells
with supernumerary centrosomes, compared to normal cells, indicating that ILK inhibition provides a
selective way of targeting cancer cells [129,136].
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A novel centrosome clustering pathway was identified, involving NIMA-related kinase 6 (Nek6)
and Hsp72, mediated by the upstream regulators Aurora-A and Plk1 [137]. Nek6 is activated
by Plk1, and Aurora-A which targets Hsp72 to the poles of cells with amplified centrosomes.
Nek6 phosphorylates Hsp72 which modulates the interaction of clathrin with the chTOG–TACC3
complex, facilitating Hsp72 spindle association and promoting K-fiber stability. Blocking Hsp72
or Nek6 activity produces multipolar spindles in cells with supernumerary centrosomes [137,152].
VER-155008 is an ATP-derivative Hsp70 inhibitor which also blocks the catalytic activity in most of the
members of the Hsp70 family (including Hsp72, Hsc70 and Grp75) and inhibits Hsp72-Nek6-mediated
centrosome clustering [138]. Novel compounds targeting this centrosome clustering pathway may
hold promise as an additional method for targeting CA cancer cells.

CCCI-01 (N2-(3-pyridylmethyl)-5-nitro-2-furamide) was identified during a high-content screen
for agents that block centrosome clustering in a breast cancer line harbouring high centrosome numbers.
The specific target of CCCI-01 has yet to be identified, however, CCCI-01 may target a protein that
is highly expressed during mitosis or has a mitosis-specific function [139]. Further investigation is
needed to reveal the specific CCCI-01 target(s) (novel or known) and determine if future work with
this compound is justified.

Noscapinoids represent a novel class of microtubule-modulating agents that circumvent the
stronger effects of other tubulin-binding chemotherapeutics, by binding tubulin without altering its
monomer/polymer ratio [153]. EM011 is a potent non-toxic noscapinoid derivative demonstrated
to induce G2/M arrest, inhibiting cellular proliferation and tumor growth, in human xenograft
models. EM011 modulates microtubule dynamics by inhibiting the association of microtubule
plus-end tracking proteins, like End Binding Protein-1 (EB1) and cytoplasmic linker protein-170
(CLIP170) [140,149] (Table 3). Importantly, EM011 was found be a centrosome de-clustering agent,
inducing both centrosome hyperamplification and the formation of multipolar spindles due to
persistent centrosome declustering. EM011 induces CA via upregulation of Plk4 and Aurora-A protein
levels and dysregulation of the centriole duplication cycle. This dual activity of EM011 suggests it may
(potentially) emerge as a useful therapeutic.

Originally developed for the inhibition of Platelet-derived Growth Factor Receptor b (PDGFR-b),
Crenolanib and CP-673451 were found to act as robust centrosome de-clustering agents. These ATP
competitive inhibitors induce mitotic spindle multipolarity by activating cofilin protein, leading to
cortical actin network destabilisation [140,142]. Crenolanib shows great promise as an anticancer
agent and is enrolled in phase III clinical trials. CP-673451 has been tested extensively in pre-clinical
xenograft mouse models and causes significant tumour growth inhibition [143,154] (Table 3).

3. Small Molecule Inhibitors Targeting Chromatin

The DNA damage response (DDR) evolved to repair damaged DNA upon initiation of cell cycle
checkpoints, providing the necessary time for the damaged DNA to be repaired before allowing
cells to re-enter the cell cycle [9,155–157]. The most damaging DNA lesion is the DNA double strand
break (DSB), where failure to rejoin and repair the damaged DNA can lead to genomic instability
and cancer. There are two key processes for repairing DSB, homologous recombination (HR) and
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), as previously discussed (see Introduction) [158,159]. It is
established that many cancers have defects in their genome stability mechanisms, in either the HR
or NHEJ pathway, ultimately leading many cancers to rely on a single pathway to maintain genomic
stability [9,155,157,160]. Inhibition of key cellular processes which cancer cells rely on for survival has
led to the development of targeted inhibitors, specifically tailored to/targeting the molecular profile
of each tumour. Clinical use of these targeted inhibitors is at the leading edge of the latest wave of
advances in precision medicine [1,161]. In the following sections, we discuss targeted inhibitors that
broadly inhibit the DSB response, or specifically target either the HR or NHEJ pathway (Figure 3).
The class of inhibitor, its mechanism of action, and cancer specific applications are briefly described
to give context and relevance. Priority is given to inhibitors currently in clinical trials, however new
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inhibitor classes/novel inhibitors are described where they have interesting pre-clinical or potential
future applications (particularly as first in class descriptions).

3.1. Inhibitors Targeting DNA Damage Signalling and Processing

In addition to the major classical cell cycle dependent repair pathways (NHEJ and HR)
(Figure 3A–C), there are at least two other error-prone pathways involved in repairing DSBs:
Microhomology-Mediated End Joining (MMEJ) and Single Strand Annealing (SSA) (Figure 4). MMEJ is
a Ku independent end-joining pathway mediated by the alignment of microhomologous sequences
(>2 bp reported) internal to the broken ends that facilitate end joining. MMEJ results in deletions and
insertions at the original break site and can led to chromosome translocations. SSA arises when a DSB
occurs between homologous repeats. SSA is mediated by RAD51 and CtiP-MRN allowing DSB end
resection, forming 3′ ssDNA. This exposes the homologous sequences flanking the DSB (>30 bp) which
can then annealed together (reviewed in [162–167]) (Figure 4). The following text discusses current
and potential targeted cancer therapeutics (and their mechanisms of action) using compounds that
inhibit key proteins with roles integral to DSB repair (general DSB recognition and/or initiation of
repair) (Table 5) and then compounds specifically targeting the NHEJ, MMEJ, SSA or HR pathways.Molecules 2018, 23, 1166    3 of 66 

 

 

Figure 3. Overview of double strand break chromatin stability mechanisms. (A) Brief schematic
of NHEJ (Non-Homologous End Joining) pathway; (B) Brief schematic of HR (Homologous
Recombination) pathway; (C) Cell cycle related genome stability mechanisms. Key points where
inhibitors can be used to disrupt the pathways are indicated.
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Figure 4. Schematic overview of major pathways used to repair DSB. Certain key proteins
are indicated. NHEJ: Non-homologous End Joining; HR: Homologous Recombination; MMEJ:
Microhomology-Mediated End Joining; SSA: Single Strand Annealing.

3.1.1. PARP Inhibitors

While the role of poly-(ADP-ribose)’s (PAR) is established in the repair of single-strand DNA
breaks (SSB), recent work has demonstrated the role of PARs in the detection and repair of
DSBs [156,158,168,169]. PARP1 is an abundant nuclear protein that catalyzes the polymerisation
of ADP-ribose units, resulting in the attachment of PAR polymers to PARP1 or other target proteins.
PARP1 poly(ADP)ribosylation (PARylation) activity is one of the earliest steps of DNA damage
recognition and is essential for initiating various forms of DNA repair (for review see [160]). PARP1
substrates, like the key DSB protein, ATM (discussed below Section 3.1.2), contain PAR-binding
domains, and interactions with PARP1 stimulate their activity [170,171]. PARP1 is frequently
upregulated in many cancers; therefore, blocking its activity using small molecules has great
therapeutic potential [156,172–174]. PARP1 is involved in the early recruitment of factors to facilitate
DSB repair, and its inhibition results in delayed activation of key DDR proteins, such as H2AX, p53 or
SMC1 (Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes protein 1) [160,171,172]. Additionally, PARP inhibitors
may show promise as dual action compounds (previously discussed in Section 2.2).
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In cells with intact HR, DSBs that occur as a result of PARP1 inhibition can be resolved, but in
tumour cells lacking HR, PARP1 inhibition leads to persistent DSBs and cell death [172,175]. Cells with
Breast Cancer Susceptibility gene 1 or 2 (BRCA1 or BRCA2; E3 ubiquitin-protein ligases and essential
components of the HR pathway) defects exhibit high sensitivity to PARP1 inhibitors, producing high
levels of DNA damage, cell-cycle arrest and cell death. Partly, this is due to PARP inhibitor (PARPi)
stimulation of error-prone NHEJ in the HR-deficient cells, leading to genomic instability and cell
death [172–174,176,177]. PARPis have a common mechanism of action, trapping PARP1 at the site of
DNA damage, preventing autoPARylation and release of PARP1 [156,175,177]. PARPis bind within the
nicotinamide-binding pocket in the ADP-ribosyl transferase catalytic site, making contact with the
regulatory subdomains [156,177,178].

The synthetic lethality conferred by PARPis, especially as a targeted treatment in breast and
ovarian cancers, has been tested in clinical trials since 2003. Currently, there are three FDA (US Food
and Drug Administration) approved PARPis [olaparib (Lynparza), rucaparib (Rubraca), and niraparib
(Zejula)], with at least eight new PARPis in clinical trials, as either a monotherapy or in combination
with other treatments (Tables 2 and 4; >180 PARPi cancer trials combined, 19 PARPis in phase III
cancer trials against multiple cancers). The approved PARPi are indicated for use in adult patients with
germline and/or somatic BRCA-mutated ovarian cancer, and recently, olaparib has been approved
for treatment of metastatic BRCA-mutated breast cancer. CEP-9722 (a prodrug of CEP-8983) is a
selective PARP-1/PARP-2 inhibitor that is anticipated to reduce the myelosuppression observed with
other oral PARP inhibitors [179]. PARPis have different PARP1 trapping efficiencies, with talazoparib
having the greatest and veliparib the least [176,177,180]. Additionally, there are reports of off target
effects, such as with rucaparib (additionally see Table 2), which have been proposed to add to their
effectiveness [156]. Multiple mechanisms of resistance to PARPi have been identified, especially in
ovarian cancer patients with BRCA-deficient tumours, where many tumours develop PARPi resistance
within the first year [175,180]. It has been shown that BRCA deficient tumours acquire PARPi resistance
by deletion of a mutation in BRCA1 or BRCA2, restoring DNA repair by HR [156,178]. Another
mechanism of PARPi resistance includes inactivation of 53BP1, which prevents end resection, a crucial
step for the initiation of HR [175,181]. BRCA hypomorphs (cancer causing) with residual activity of
mutant proteins are able to partially compensate for the absence of the wild-type proteins following
PARPi treatment [156]. Overexpression of RAD51, a key protein in DSB repair by HR, has been linked
with therapy resistance to PARPis in triple-negative breast cancer cells. Combining inhibitors that target
these resistance mechanisms with PARPi may avoid resistance or resensitize cells to PARPis [181,182].
Combinational therapies targeting these resistance mechanisms (using inhibitors described below) are
showing promise in overcoming acquired PARPi resistance, improving treatment efficacies.
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Table 4. Small Molecule Inhibitors of DNA Repair Proteins—Initiators.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein

Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action Clinical Trial

ADP-
ribosylation

PARP DDR

PARP1,
PARP2 and

PARP3

Olaparib Binds within the nicotinamide-binding pocket in the
ADP-ribosyl transferase catalytic site [177].

2014: FDA approved for the treatment of adult patients with
deleterious or suspected deleterious germline BRCA-mutated
advanced ovarian cancer [183].
2017: FDA approved for the maintenance treatment of adult patients
with recurrent epithelial ovarian, fallopian tube or primary peritoneal
cancer, who are in a complete or partial response to platinum-based
chemotherapy.
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/
ApprovedDrugs/ucm572143.htm
2018: FDA approved for the treatment of adult patients with
metastatic breast cancer who have a BRCA gene mutation.
https://www.fda.gov/newsevents/newsroom/
pressannouncements/ucm592347.htm

Rucaparib Binds within the nicotinamide-binding pocket in the
ADP-ribosyl transferase catalytic site [177].

2016: FDA approved for treatment of adults patients with germline
and/or somatic BRCA-mutated advanced ovarian cancer.
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/
ApprovedDrugs/ucm533891.htm

PARP1 and
PARP2

Niraparib

Binds within the nicotinamide-binding pocket in the
ADP-ribosyl transferase catalytic site and makes
contact with the regulatory subdomains. Efficiently
traps PARP1 on the damage-containing DNA [177].

2017: FDA approved for treatment of adult patients with recurrent
epithelial ovarian, fallopian tube or primary peritoneal cancer who are
in complete or partial response to platinum-based chemotherapy.
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/
ApprovedDrugs/ucm548487.htm

Veliparib

Binds within nicotinamide-binding pocket in the
ADP-ribosyl transferase catalytic site and makes
contact with the regulatory subdomains. Efficiently
traps PARP1 on the damage-containing DNA [177].

Phase I-III clinical trials including patients with previously untreated
advanced or metastatic squamous non-small cell lung cancer; patients
receiving first cytotoxic chemotherapy for metastatic or advanced
non-squamous, non-small cell lung cancer; patients with ovarian
cancer; triple negative breast cancer; glioblastoma. Mostly in
combination with chemotherapy.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Veliparib&age_v=
&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&
Search=Apply

Talazoparib

Binds within nicotinamide-binding pocket in the
ADP-ribosyl transferase catalytic site and makes
contact with the regulatory subdomains. Potent PARP
trapping [177].

Phase I–III clinical trials including phase III patients with advanced
and/or metastatic breast cancer with germline BRCA (breast cancer
susceptibility gene) mutations and squamous cell lung carcinoma.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Talazoparib&age_v=
&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&
Search=Apply

CEP-9722 Binds within the nicotinamide-binding pocket in the
ADP-ribosyl transferase catalytic site [177,179].

Phase I/II trial in patients with advanced or metastatic solid tumours
and documented deficiencies of DNA repair pathways, such as
BRCA1/2 (NCT01311713, NCT01345357, NCT00920595).

https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/ApprovedDrugs/ucm572143.htm
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/ApprovedDrugs/ucm572143.htm
https://www.fda.gov/newsevents/newsroom/pressannouncements/ucm592347.htm
https://www.fda.gov/newsevents/newsroom/pressannouncements/ucm592347.htm
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/ApprovedDrugs/ucm533891.htm
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/ApprovedDrugs/ucm533891.htm
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/ApprovedDrugs/ucm548487.htm
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/InformationOnDrugs/ApprovedDrugs/ucm548487.htm
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Veliparib&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Veliparib&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Veliparib&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Talazoparib&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Talazoparib&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=Talazoparib&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
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Table 4. Cont.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein

Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action Clinical Trial

Phosphorylation PIKK

DSB,
cell cycle

ATM

KU-55933 Binds to the ATP binding pocket of ATM, blocking its
kinase function and ATM-mediated signalling [170]. Pre-clinical development.

KU-60019 Binds to the ATP binding pocket of ATM, blocking its
kinase function and ATM-mediated signalling [184]. Pre-clinical development.

KU-59403 Binds to the ATP binding pocket of ATM, blocking its
kinase function and ATM-mediated signalling [185]. Pre-clinical development.

CP466722 Binds to the ATP binding pocket of ATM, blocking its
kinase function and ATM-mediated signalling [185]. Pre-clinical development.

AZD0156 Binds to the ATP binding pocket of ATM, blocking its
kinase function and ATM-mediated signalling [186].

Phase I trial of AZD0156 in combination with olaparib in patients with
locally advanced/metastatic cancer: NCT02588105.

SSB,
Cell Cycle

ATR

VE-822/VX-970
Selectively inhibits ATR kinase activity and prevents
ATR-mediated signalling in the ATR-checkpoint kinase
1 (Chk1) signalling pathway [187].

Phase I/II trial of VX970 and topotecan treating small cell lung cancer:
NCT02487095.
Phase I trial of VX970 in combination with veliparib and cisplatin in
patients with advanced refractory solid tumours: NCT02723864
Phase I trial of VX970 and irinotecan hydrochloride in treating
patients with metastatic cancer: NCT02595931.

AZD6738 Selectively inhibits ATR kinase activity and prevents
ATR-mediated signalling [188].

Phase I/II trial for AZD6738 in combination with acalabrutinib in
subjects with relapse or refractory high-risk chronic lymphocytic
leukaemia (CLL): NCT03328273.
Phase I trial for AZD6738 in combination with palliative radiotherapy
or chemotherapy in patients with advanced solid tumours:
NCT02223923.

BAY-1895344
Selectively inhibits ATR kinase activity and prevents
ATR-mediated signalling in the ATR-checkpoint kinase
1 (Chk1) signalling pathway [189].

Phase I trial of BAY1895344 monotherapy in patients with advanced
solid tumours and lymphomas: NCT03188965.

ATR/CDK2 NU6027
Low micromolar inhibitor of ATR kinase activity and
prevents ATR-mediated signalling in the
ATR-checkpoint kinase 1 (Chk1) signalling pathway.

Pre-clinical development.
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3.1.2. ATM and ATR Kinase Inhibitors

Cells respond to SSBs and DSBs through two linked molecular signalling pathways, regulated
by the apical kinases ATR (Ataxia and Rad3-related) and ATM (Ataxia-telangiectasia mutated)
respectively. ATM and ATR belong to the PIKK family (phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-related kinase) of
serine/threonine protein kinases, which includes DNA-PKcs (DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic
subunit) [190]. Both ATM and ATR are activated after DNA damage and function as apex transducers
of DNA damage response signalling, inducing signalling cascades through the phosphorylation of
numerous targets, such as H2AX, p53 and the checkpoint kinases, Chk1 and Chk2 [191]. Distinct DDR
are coordinated by individual PIKK kinase-mediated signalling cascades, either the ATM–Chk2 (DSB)
or ATR–Chk1 (SSB) pathways. Current work suggests that while these pathways primarily act in parallel,
they do have overlapping functions and a more complex relationship [182,192]. Proper activation of
ATM (or ATR) is essential for the correct coordination of cell cycle checkpoints and DNA repair processes,
ultimately modulating key biological consequences, such as apoptosis or senescence. In vitro, it has been
shown that inhibition of ATM or ATR can sensitize cancer cells to genotoxic agents, highlighting their
potential as therapeutic targets [188]. However, the high level of sequence similarity between the kinases
catalytic domains has represented a challenge for the development of specific inhibitors.

ATM inhibition represents an exciting clinical opportunity to hypersensitise tumours to
chemo/radiotherapy. Most ATM inhibitors demonstrating specificity for ATM share a mechanism of
action, binding to the ATP binding pocket of ATM and blocking its kinase activity (Table 4; additionally,
Table 2). A widely used ATM inhibitor (for research) is KU-55933, which was the first cell-permeable,
potent and selective ATM inhibitor described [170]. KU-55933 is an ATP-competitive inhibitor of ATM
and exposure of cells to KU-55933 induces a significant sensitisation to DSB-inducing agents [170,193].
However, as lipophilicity issues complicate its clinical utility, it has not progressed into clinical
trials. KU-60019 (a KU-55933 analogue) is an ATP-competitive ATM inhibitor designed for improved
efficiency and exhibits better solubility; however, its bioavailability remains poor [184,188]. It has been
demonstrated that, in addition to inhibiting the DDR, KU-60019 reduces pro-survival signalling,
migration and invasion of tumour cells and radiosensitises cancer cells [184,185,194]. KU-60019
suppresses the proliferation of breast cancer cells and sensitised cells to doxorubicin, making it a
promising combinational therapeutic for non-invasive breast cancer [186,193]. KU-59403 (structurally
related to KU-60019) has been developed with improved solubility, bioavailability and selectivity for
ATM and holds more clinical promise [195]. CP466722 is a selective non-toxic ATM inhibitor, able to
rapidly and importantly, reversibly inhibit ATM activity. CP466722 was discovered though compound
library screening [185,196]. Recently a novel class of ATM inhibiting compounds was developed,
3-quinole carboxamides, including AZD0156 which binds to and inhibits ATM kinase activity [11,197].
AZD0156 is reported to be highly soluble, showing robust efficacy in mouse xenograft models in
combination with DSB-inducing agents [194]. In mice models, AZD0156 has demonstrated its potential
as a therapeutic for the treatment of acute myeloid leukaemia [197]. AZD0156 is a first-in-class orally
available ATM inhibitor and is the only ATM inhibitor enrolled in clinical trials (phase I, in combination
with olaparib for locally advanced/metastatic cancer, NCT02588105) [195] (Table 4).

The first reported ATR-selective small-molecule inhibitor, Schisandrin B (SchB), abrogated
ATR kinase activity and therefore, ATR-mediated UV-induced intra-S-phase and G2/M cell cycle
checkpoints, sensitising cancer cells to UV radiation. However, high SchB concentrations were needed
for this inhibition [198,199]. A more potent ATR inhibitor, VE-822 (VX970), was recently developed
and radiosensitised cancer cells in vitro and in vivo [187]. VE-822 inhibited ATR kinase activity and
dramatically enhanced the efficacy of cisplatin in xenograft models [198]. VE-822 was the first ATR
inhibitor to enter clinical trials and is currently in phase I/II trials (in combination with topotecan in
small-cell lung cancer; NCT02487095) and in multiple trials for the treatment of advanced refractory
solid tumours (alone and as a combinational therapeutic) (Table 4). AZD6738 is an ATP competitive
ATR inhibitor (an analogue of the previously identified ATR inhibitor, AZ20) with significantly
improved solubility, bioavailability and pharmacokinetic properties (compared to AZ20) and the
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ability to combine with multiple agents [188,200]. AZD6738 is currently enrolled in 10 phase I/II trials
against multiple cancer types (including CLL, breast cancer, high-grade carcinomas, NSCLC) [201–203].
BAY-1895344 is a potent, orally available and selective ATR (kinase activity) inhibitor that in vivo
exhibited strong antitumour efficacy as a monotherapy in a variety of DNA damage deficient preclinical
xenograft tumour models (ovarian, colorectal prostate and cell lymphoma models) [189]. Currently,
BAY-1895344 is in a phase I trial (NCT03188965) as a monotherapy treatment for advanced solid
tumours and lymphomas (Table 4). NU6027 (6-cyclohexylmethoxy-5-nitroso-2,4-diaminopyrimidine)
was originally demonstrated to inhibit Cdk2 and additionally, was found to inhibit ATR kinase activity.
In vitro, NU6027 increased sensitivity to DSB agents and PARPi, and is a promising new dual agent
ATR/Cdk inhibitor [204].

3.1.3. DNA Helicase Inhibitors

DNA helicases play a key role in maintaining genomic stability, functioning in DNA replication
and the DDR. Expression of many DNA helicases is upregulated in tumours, enhancing proliferation or
resistance to DNA damaging chemotherapeutics. In contrast, downregulation of DNA helicases leads
to chromosomal instability, promoting carcinogenesis [205]. The RecQ family of DNA helicases has five
members: RecQL1, BLM, WRN and RecQL4 and RecQL5 [206]. Members have key roles in maintaining
genomic stability, with inactivation leading to cancer predisposition syndromes including Bloom’s
syndrome (BLM) [207,208], Werner syndrome (WRN) [209], and in the case of RecQL4, three syndromes:
Rothmund–Thomson syndrome (RTS), Baller–Gerold syndrome (BGS) and RAPADILINO [210,211].
RecQL1 is a DNA repair protein whose activity is regulated by PARP1, and plays a key role in the
recovery from replication stress induced by topoisomerase I inhibitors [201]. While no (known)
syndromes are associated with RecQL1 or RecQL5 mutations, they play important roles in genome
stability [212–214].

BLM is the key element in a complex that includes topoisomerase IIIα and the RecQ-mediated
genome instability (RMI) sub-complexes (RMI1 and RMI2), and its coordinated action is critical for
unwinding a wide range of DNA structures that can arise during DNA replication and repair [215].
BLM has multiple roles in the HR-mediated DNA repair pathway, including DNA end resection and
RAD51 filament and D-loop formation [216,217]. The BLM inhibitor, ML216, targets BLM helicase
activity, either by competing for ATP binding or by preventing BLM from binding to DNA, and exhibits
selectivity (over related helicases) [156,218]. Additionally, BLM inhibitors show promise as agents,
targeting the 5–10% of tumours that depend on the alternative lengthening of telomeres pathways for
survival [218].

WRN plays a prominent role in replication fork progression following DNA damage or replication
fork arrest. While WRN inhibitors have been created, none have progressed into clinical trials.
NSC 617145 inhibits WRN helicase activity, but not its nuclease activity, and its likely mechanism of
action is by trapping WRN on the DNA substrate. This results in the accumulation of stalled replication
forks, impaired growth, and the sensitisation of cancer cells to DNA-damaging agents. Inhibition of
WRN activity by NSC 617145 in Fanconi Anemia (FANCA and FANCD2) or DNA-PKcs deficient cells
sensitised them to mitomycin C (MMC) [219]. The WRN specific inhibitor, NSC 19630, sensitised cells
to topotecan, and has shown promise against leukaemia cells [220,221]. Targeted inhibition of WRN
has potential as an anticancer strategy for inducing synthetic lethality, when used in combination with
other pathway specific inhibitors (such as inhibitors affecting the NHEJ pathway).

3.1.4. Topoisomerase Inhibitors

Topoisomerases are essential enzymes for transcription, DNA replication and DNA repair,
controlling DNA supercoiling and entanglements. The opening of the DNA helix and the separation
into two single DNA strands during transcription and replication generates supercoiling structures.
Positive supercoiling can prevent further strand separation and stall polymerases, whereas negative
supercoiling can extend DNA strand separation and induce the formation of irregular chromatin
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structures and stall RNA polymerases [222]. The role of topoisomerases is indispensable in preventing
the formation of these supercoiling structures, and topoisomerases are divided into two classes
according to their mechanism of action [223]. Topoisomerases I (TOP1) cleave one strand of DNA,
and topoisomerases II (TOP2) cleave both strands. Through a covalent bond to a nicked DNA molecule,
TOP1 forms a “cleavable complex” and catalyses two transesterification reactions, single-strand DNA
cleavage and re-ligation, crucial steps for the DNA relaxation needed for transcription or chromatin
replication. Targeted inhibition leads to the accumulation of TOP1 cleavage complexes, DNA damage
induced genomic instability and ultimately, apoptosis or senescence.

The TOP1 inhibitor, camptothecin has been studied for >60 years, and thousands of analogues
have been developed. Camptothecin works by trapping TOP1–DNA cleavage complexes (for review
see [224,225]). Despite this, only two camptothecin analogues, irinotecan (CPT-11) and topotecan,
have been FDA approved for the treatment of cancer (colorectal, pancreatic cancer, ovarian, cervix,
primary brain malignances and sarcomas) (Table 5) [223,226]. Irinotecan and topotecan act by inhibiting
the re-ligation reaction of TOP1, which is lethal during ongoing DNA replication or transcription [227].
Irinotecan and topotecan have limitations, including dose-limiting toxicities, rapid inactivation by
E-ring opening, or through targeting by efflux pumps [such as breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP)
or multidrug resistance gene 1 (MDR1)] [228–230]. Other TOP1 inhibitors in the indenoisoquinoline
family, indotecan (LMP400) and indimitecan (LMP776), have overcome the E-ring instability of
camptothecins and are in an early phase clinical trial (NCT01051635) (Table 5). Indenoisoquinolines are
synthetic and chemically stable, target additional genomics locations, have prolonged drug action and
can overcome multidrug resistance drug efflux pumps [231,232]. Finally, a novel non-camptothecin
TOP1 inhibitor (Genz-644282) was developed using a structure−activity relationship-based approach.
A clinical trial of Genz-644282 is underway against solid tumours (NCT00942799), due to its favourable
cytotoxic profile in bone marrow [228] (Table 5).
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Table 5. Small Molecule Inhibitors of DNA Repair Proteins—Effectors.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein

Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action Clinical Trial

DNA
processing

RecQ DNA
Helicases

DDR

BLM ML216

Inhibits helicase activity of BLM. ML216
competes with ATP binding, the driving force
behind its DNA unwinding, or by preventing
BLM from binding to DNA [218].

Pre-clinical development.

WRN
NSC 617145

Inhibits WRN helicase activity, but not its
nuclease activity. Thought to trap WRN on
the DNA substrate [219].

Pre-clinical development.

NSC 19630 Inhibits helicase activity, but not nuclease
activity [221]. Pre-clinical development.

Topoisomerases DDR, DNA
replication

TOP1

Irinotecan
Prevents religation of the DNA strand by
binding to topoisomerase I-DNA
complex [226].

FDA approved (1996) for treatment of colorectal cancer when
disease has recurred following initial fluorouracil treatment.
FDA approved (2015) in combination with fluorouracil and
leucovorin, in patients with advanced (metastatic) pancreatic
cancer previously treated with gemcitabine-based
chemotherapy.
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/ob/search_
product.cfm

Topotecan
Binds to the topoisomerase I-DNA complex
and prevents re-ligation of single strand
breaks [226].

FDA approved (2006) in combination with cisplatin for the
treatment of stage IVB recurrent or persistent cervical cancer
that is not amenable to curative treatment with surgery and/or
radiotherapy.
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/drugs/
fda-topotecan-hydrochloride
Phase III trial in combination with radiotherapy in patients
with brain metastases from non-small cell lung cancer:
NCT00390806.

Indotecan
(LMP400)

Binds to the topoisomerase I-DNA covalent
cleavage complexes, and inhibits repair of
single-strand breaks [223].

Phase I trial of LMP400 in subjects with solid tumours or
lymphomas that have not responded to treatment:
NCT01794104.

Indimitecan
(LMP776)

Preferential Top1-DNA trapping at unique
sites [232].

Phase I trial in adults with relapsed solid tumors and
lymphomas: NCT01051635.

GENZ-644282
Binds to the topoisomerase I-DNA covalent
cleavage complexes, and inhibits repair of
single-strand breaks [228].

Phase I trial of Genz-644282 in patients with advanced
malignant, solid tumours: NCT00942799.

https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/ob/search_product.cfm
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/ob/search_product.cfm
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/drugs/fda-topotecan-hydrochloride
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/drugs/fda-topotecan-hydrochloride
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Table 5. Cont.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein

Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action Clinical Trial

TOP2

Doxorubicin
Intercalates into DNA and targets the
topoisomerase II cleavage complexes, thereby
inhibiting DNA religation [223].

FDA approved (1974) and currently used for treatment for
acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, acute myeloblastic leukaemia,
Wilms’ tumour, neuroblastoma, breast carcinoma, ovarian
carcinoma, transitional cell bladder carcinoma, thyroid
carcinoma, gastric carcinoma, Hodgkin’s disease, malignant
lymphoma and bronchogenic carcinoma [233].

Etoposide
Intercalates into DNA and poisons the
topoisomerase II cleavage complexes, thereby
inhibiting DNA re-ligation [223].

FDA approved (1983) and currently used in combination with
other chemotherapeutic drugs for treatment of patients with
refractory testicular tumours, small lung cancer, ovarian
cancer, leukaemia and lymphoma.
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/daf/index.
cfm?event=overview.process&applno=074290

Mitoxantrone

Intercalates into DNA, causing crosslinks and
strand breaks and targets the topoisomerase II
cleavage complexes, thereby inhibiting DNA
re-ligation [223].

FDA approved (1987) and currently used with other drugs to
treat acute myeloid leukaemia and prostate cancer.
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/daf/index.
cfm?event=overview.process&applno=077356
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/drugs/
mitoxantronehydrochloride

Aclarubicin
Intercalates into DNA and targets the
topoisomerase II cleavage complexes,
inhibiting DNA re-ligation [223].

Phase II–IV trials in combination with other drugs in patients
with acute myeloid leukaemia (AML).
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=
Aclarubicin&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

Dexrazoxane
(ICRF-187) Catalytic TOP2 inhibitor.

Phase III–IV trials against multiple cancers.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=
Dexrazoxane&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search

DNA repair
signalling

MRN complex

DDR

Mre11

Mirin

Binds in the active site of Mre11 blocking
DNA phosphate backbone rotation; inhibits
exonuclease activity of Mre11 and
MRN/DSB-mediated ATM activation without
affecting ATM protein kinase activity [234].

Pre-clinical development.

PFM01

Binds near the dimer interface blocking the
ssDNA-binding path towards the catalytic
metal ions and disrupts endonuclease activity
[185].

Pre-clinical development.

PFM39 Binds in the active site of Mre11 inhibiting its
exonuclease activity [185]. Pre-clinical development.

DNA repair
Nucleotide

Excision
Repair (NER)

ERCC1–
XPF

E-X AS5-4 Targets the ERCC1–XPF interaction domain
for heterodimerisation [235]. Pre-clinical development.

E-X AS7 Targets the XPF active site itself [235]. Pre-clinical development.

https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/daf/index.cfm?event=overview.process&applno=074290
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/daf/index.cfm?event=overview.process&applno=074290
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/daf/index.cfm?event=overview.process&applno=077356
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/daf/index.cfm?event=overview.process&applno=077356
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/drugs/mitoxantronehydrochloride
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/drugs/mitoxantronehydrochloride
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=Aclarubicin&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=cancer&term=Aclarubicin&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Dexrazoxane&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Dexrazoxane&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search
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TOP2 enzymes are a well explored target for anticancer agents, with TOP2 inhibitors currently
used for the treatment of many cancers (including breast, lung, prostate, sarcomas, haematological
malignancies). There are two main types of TOP2 inhibitors, TOP2 poisons (that stabilise the cleavable
complex), and catalytic TOP2 inhibitors (that interfere with TOP2 during different stages of its
catalytic cycle) [236]. While TOP2 poisons activate the DDR (phosphorylation of ATM and activation of
downstream targets in both HR and NHEJ pathways), patients develop resistance to those drugs [236].
However, recent work using genome-wide studies have discovered genes that may predict resistance
to TOP2 poisons, improving their potential as precision medicine therapeutics [237]. Currently,
TOP2 poisons are among the most frequently used clinical TOP2 inhibitors [including doxorubicin,
etoposide, mitoxantrone (Navantrone®)] (Table 5). Doxorubicin, which is an anthracycline drug,
was the first FDA approved agent targeting TOP2 and is currently used for the treatment of many
cancers, including ALL (Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia) and AML (acute myeloid leukaemia), Wilms’
tumour, neuroblastoma, breast, ovarian, thyroid, gastric, Hodgkin’s disease, malignant lymphoma
and bronchogenic carcinoma [233,238]. The FDA approved (1999) anthracycline, epirubicin (an active
isomer of doxorubicin) is used against breast, esophageal and gastric cancers, and has fewer side
effects than doxorubicin [239–241].

The TOP2 poison, etoposide, is widely used in oncology (FDA approved 1983), often in
combination with other chemotherapeutics, for the treatment of many cancer types (including ovarian,
testicular, small cell lung, leukaemia and lymphoma) [242]. Etoposide is an attractive TOP2 poison
due to its low affinity toward free DNA, its poor DNA intercalating activity, its high selectivity to the
TOP2–DNA cleavage complex and its high frequency of trapping cleavage complexes [223,243,244].
The anthracenedione, mitoxantrone is another important TOP2 poison (FDA approved 1996) used to
treat multiple cancers (including prostate, breast, AML and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma). Mitoxantrone
targets TOP2 and is a potent DNA intercalator, but compared to doxorubicin, it induces less
cardiotoxicity [245]. Aclarubicin is an anthracycline-based chemotherapeutic with less cardiotoxicity
than doxorubicin or daunorubicin and is a second line treatment for ANLL (acute nonlymphocytic
leukaemia). Aclarubicin disrupts chromatin (by TOP2 inhibition resulting in histone eviction though
intercalation) and can be used to treat haematologic cancers and solid tumors and (currently enrolled
in four trials against AML). Interestingly, catalytic TOP2 inhibitors, such as the complex-forming
bisdioxopiperazine ICRF-187 (dexrazoxane), can be used to modulate the toxicity of TOP2 poisons [246].
Dexrazoxane is currently in Phase III–IV clinical trials against multiple tumour types, often as part of a
combinational approach (Table 5).

3.1.5. Mre11 Inhibitors

Mre11, as a key component of the MRN (Mre11, Rad50, NBS1) complex, has a central role in the
DDR (DSB sensing, signalling and repair) [247]. During DSB repair, exo- and endo-nuclease activities of
Mre11 are crucial for DSB repair (by either the HR or NHEJ pathways) [217,247,248]. Recently, specific
Mre11 inhibitors (exo- or endonuclease) were used to discover that endonuclease inhibition promotes
NHEJ, while exonuclease inhibition confers a HR repair defect, defining distinct nuclease-dependent
roles of Mre11 in DSB repair [234].

A forward chemical genetic screen identified 6-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-2-thioxo-2,3-dihydro-4(1H)-
pyrimidinone (mirin) as an inhibitor of Mre11-associated exonuclease activity. Mirin was shown to
prevent MRN-dependent activation of ATM, without affecting ATM protein kinase activity. Mirin binds
in the active site of Mre11, blocking DNA phosphate backbone rotation, inhibiting its exonuclease
activity and MRN-mediated ATM activation [249] (Table 5). In vitro treatment with mirin leads to HR
failure, and recently, was reported to downregulate NHEJ’s repair efficiency. As mirin affects both
DDR pathways, it is a poor candidate for clinical trials [249,250]. PFM39, PFM01 and PFM03 (mirin
analogues) demonstrate selectivity toward Mre11 exo- or endonuclease activity (Table 5). PFM39,
like mirin inhibits the exonuclease activity of Mre11, and prevents end resection. PFM01 inhibits Mre11
endonuclease activity, affecting NHEJ [234]. PFM39 causes a G2 repair defect in HR deficient cells,
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while PFM01 and PFM03 do not induce DDR defects, but enhance NHEJ (while reducing the HR
pathway). This highlights the different phenotypes of exo- or endonuclease activity inhibition, a key
issue for precision medicine, where the selection of therapeutic drugs requires profiling to determine
optimal drug choice based on a tumour’s DDR pathway profile.

3.1.6. ERCC1–XPF Inhibitors

The Excision Repair Cross-Complementation Group 1 (ERCC1)-Excision Repair Cross-
Complementation Group 4 (XPF), commonly referred to as ERCC1–XPF, is a heterodimer with 5′-3′

structure-specific endonuclease activity, where the XPF molecule delivers the endonuclease activity,
with important roles in DSB repair. Both ERCC1 and XPF can bind to DNA and have protein–protein
interactions, with ERCC1 mediating these activities. The inhibitor, F06 (NSC 130813), was discovered,
by in silico screening, and found to disrupt the ERCC1–XPF interaction [251]. F06 was able to sensitize
cancer cell lines to interstrand crosslinking chemotherapeutics; however, reports now suggest this
activity is not specific to ERCC1–XPF, and may disrupt the ERCC1–XPA interaction [235]. Subsequent
screening identified two inhibitors against ERCC1–XPF, E-X AS5-4 targeting the interaction domain for
heterodimerisation and E-X AS7 targeting the XPF active site itself [235] (Table 5). Both E-X AS5-4 and
E-X AS7 induced sensitivity in nucleotide excision repair deficient cells, suggesting that with further
development to improve potency, they may have the potential for clinical applications.

3.2. NHEJ Inhibitors

Drugs targeting specific DSB repair pathways are attractive as they can be used to sensitize cancer
cells to specific DNA damaging agents [including chemotherapeutics or ionising radiation (IR)], or,
in tandem with molecular profiling, can be used to target cancers with deficiencies in specific DDR
pathways [252,253]. The redundant roles of many proteins in the DNA repair process makes it essential
to identify and understand the predominant/alternative DNA repair mechanisms/pathways used in
cancer cells. The error-prone (mutagenic) NHEJ can operate throughout all cell cycle phases, and can
be suppressed by HR at S/G2 phases, depending on the chromatin background and other factors.
NHEJ inhibitors can be used to target specific DDR components (such as DNA-PKcs, the heterodimeric
Ku or the Ligase IV/XRCC4 complex) (Figures 3A and 4) (Table 6).

3.2.1. DNA-PK Inhibitors

DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK) is a serine/threonine protein kinase (a member
of the PIKK family with ATM and ATR), formed by the large catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs) and
the smaller Ku70/80 heterodimer. Following DSB recognition, the Ku complex (Ku70 and Ku80)
recruits DNA-PKcs, forming the heterodimeric DNA-PK complex with Ku at the DNA terminus.
DNA-PK is a central component of the NHEJ pathway and is required for the efficient repair of
DSBs (for review see [254]). DNA-PK and ATM have overlapping roles in phosphorylating H2AX
and initiating the DDR [190,255]. As DNA-PKcs inhibition leads to increased levels of HR, this is a
strategy to sensitise cells to DSB inducing agents [256,257]. Many inhibitors targeting DNA-PKcs are
designed to target its ATP binding site (in the kinase domain) [258]. Wortmannin and LY294002,
non-specific ATP-competitive PIKK inhibitors inhibiting kinase activity, were early DNA-PKcs
inhibitors identified and proven to inhibit DNA-PK activity and are effective radiosensitizers [259,260].
However, LY294002 and Wortmannin display a lack of specificity (concentration dependent targeting
of the PIKK family), which, coupled with poor solubility or in vivo toxicity, has limited their
clinical application [261]. Screening of compound libraries identified a small group of specific
DNA-PKcs inhibitory molecules, including NU7026 (2-(morpholin-4-yl)-benzo[h]chomen-4-one) and
NU7441 [262–264] (Table 6). Subsequently, NU7026 and NU7441 were found to be LY294002 analogues
with improved selectivity [262]. NU7026 combines well with TOP2 inhibitors (such as doxorubicin,
etoposide or mitoxantrone), but has no effect on the cell cycle alone [264]. NU7441 increased the
cytotoxicity of doxorubicin and IR in vitro, but has performed poorly in pre-clinical studies [263,265].
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Currently, two DNA-PK inhibitors are enrolled in clinical trials, VX-984 (also known as M9831;
NCT02644278) and MSC-2490484A (also known as M3814; NCT02516813) (Table 6). VX-984 and
M3814 inhibit DNA-PKcs autophosphorylation and are orally available, with potential antineoplastic
and chemo/radiosensitising activities [195,266–269]. Both are in phase I trials, as a monotherapy
or in combination with pegylated liposomal doxorubicin in advanced solid tumours [likely to have
alterations in DNA repair mechanisms, (i.e. BRCA or ATM mutations)] or chronic lymphocytic
leukaemia. Interestingly, recent work supports the idea that specific phosphorylation events on
DNA-PKcs can promote HR (inhibiting NHEJ), providing additional avenues to explore the DNA-PK
dependent manipulation of DSB repair pathway choice [270].
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Table 6. Small Molecule Inhibitors of DNA Repair Proteins—NHEJ.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action Clinical Trial

Phosphorylation PIKK

NHEJ

DNA-PKcs

NU7026 A potent inhibitor of DNA-PK, exhibiting
ATP-competitive inhibitor kinetics [264]. Pre-clinical development.

NU7441
A highly potent and selective DNA-PK
inhibitor, exhibiting ATP-competitive inhibition
kinetics [263].

Pre-clinical development.

VX-984/M9831 ATP-competitive inhibitor of DNA-PKcs [269].
Phase 1 clinical trial as a single agent and in combination with
doxorubicin or pegylated liposomal doxorubicin (PLD):
NCT02644278.

MSC-2490484A/
M3814

Binds to DNA-PK and inhibits its kinase
activity and prevents (at least partially) the
NHEJ pathway [266].

Phase I trial of MSC2490484A monotherapy in subjects with
advanced solid tumors or chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL)
likely to have alterations in DNA repair mechanisms, such as the
BRCA and ATM pathways: NCT02316197.
Phase I trial of MSC2490484A in combination with radiotherapy
and in combination with chemoradiotherapy (radiotherapy and
cisplatin) in patients with advanced solid tumours: NCT02516813.

DNA
processing

DNA
ligase

Ligases I, III and IV L189 Equally inhibits ligases I, III and IV by blocking
DNA binding [253]. Pre-clinical development.

Ligase-IV
(DNA ligases I and III) SCR7

Binds to the DNA-binding domain of ligase-IV,
thus preventing the binding of ligase IV to DNA
ends [271].

Pre-clinical development.
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3.2.2. Ligase IV Inhibitors

The DNA-end processing activities of the NHEJ pathway rely on a number of enzymes, such as
Artemis and ligase IV, to generate and join the repaired DNA ends. This ligation step in NHEJ is an
attractive target for inhibition, and DNA ligase IV has an essential role. Ligase IV is an endonuclease
phosphorylated by DNA-PKcs, and ligase IV is the enzyme responsible for ligating repaired
DNA ends [272]. Patients with ligase IV mutations or lower levels of ligase IV are radiosensitive,
as inhibition/mutation of ligase IV leads to the accumulation of numerous DSBs [273]. Ligase IV
silencing results in increased cellular sensitivity to the chemotherapeutic, temozolomide (a methylating
agent) [274]. Therefore, ligase IV is a promising target for new cancer therapeutics. L189 was originally
developed to target ligase IV and is a competitive inhibitor that blocks its DNA binding activity.
However, it displays poor specificity, with equal inhibitory activity against ligases I, III and IV [253].
Recently, the L189 derivative, SCR7, was identified and proposed as a ligase IV selective inhibitor [271].
However, recent work has shown that SCR7 is neither selective, nor a strong inhibitor of DNA ligase IV,
and actually exhibits greater activity against DNA ligases I and III [275]. Currently, ligase IV inhibitors
are confined to the pre-clinical testing and validation stages (Table 6).

3.3. HR Inhibitors

HR is the other major DSB repair pathway, which most importantly is considered to be error-free,
relying on an undamaged homologous DNA template as a guide to allow the damaged DNA to be
replaced precisely with the correct sequence [276,277] (Figures 3B and 4). Many chemotherapeutics
induce replicative stress (i.e., alkylating agents or platinum compounds which produce intra-
and interstrand DNA crosslinks) which arrest replication fork progression [278,279]. In this case,
HR mediated repair is critical for re-establishing replication forks and restoring cell cycle progression.
As such, HR-mediated repair can alleviate those deleterious effects in cancer cells, lowering the
effectiveness of these chemotherapeutic drugs, making the HR pathway an attractive target for drug
development (Table 7).
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Table 7. Small Molecule Inhibitors of DNA Repair Proteins—HR.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action Clinical Trial

DNA
processing

RecA-like
NTPases

HR

RAD51

B02 Inhibits RAD51 by disrupting RAD51 ability to bind ssDNA [280]. Pre-clinical development.

RI-1 Contains a chloromaleimide group that reacts with cysteine 319 of RAD51 at the
monomer–monomer interface near the ATP active site [281]. Pre-clinical development.

RS-1 Stabilizes the RAD51 nucleoprotein filament and stimulates RAD51 biochemical
activities [282]. Pre-clinical development.

IBR120 Inhibits RAD51 by mimicking the effect of BRC repeat binding to RAD51 [283]. Pre-clinical development.

RAD52 RAD52

D-103 Inhibits RAD52-mediated ssDNA annealing and inhibits D-loop formation [284]. Pre-clinical development.

D-G23 Inhibits RAD52-mediated ssDNA annealing and inhibits D-loop formation [284]. Pre-clinical development.

AICAR Disrupts the RAD52-ssDNA interaction [285]. Pre-clinical development.

(−)-Epigallocatechin) Inhibits RAD52 ssDNA binding [286]. Pre-clinical development.

6-HidroxyDL-dopa Disrupts RAD52 recruitment and recombination activity [287]. Pre-clinical development.

RAD54 RAD54/SENP1 Streptonigrin (STN)
An antitumor antibiotic that binds RAD54 ATPase domain and inactivates it by
generating reactive oxygen species [288]. Recently found to bind to and inhibit
SUMO-specific protease, SENP1 [289].

Used to treat multiple cancer types (since
the 1960s); however, induces severe and
prolonged bone marrow depression.
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3.3.1. RAD51 Inhibitors

To target the HR pathway, several studies have focused on inhibition of the key protein, RAD51.
RAD51 replaces replication protein A (RPA) bound to ssDNA, forming a RAD51–ssDNA filament,
facilitating a homology driven search allowing a heteroduplex DNA to form between the damaged
and the intact DNA strands (DNA strand invasion and exchange). Importantly, it has been shown
that stalled replication forks are restarted using two distinct RAD51-dependent processes [290].
Additionally, it has been shown that RAD51 is overexpressed in a number of cancers (including
sarcomas, breast, non-small cell lung, bladder, prostate and pancreatic) [291–293]. It has been proposed
that this upregulation of RAD51 may be a result of the high proliferative index of tumour cells, and it
has been shown that lowering RAD51 expression or activity (through inhibition) can sensitise cancer
cells to chemotherapeutics (such as cisplatin, doxorubicin or IR) [253]. As RAD51 plays a key role
in repair, RAD51 inhibition allows specific targeting of cells committed to the HR mediated repair
pathway. To date, two classes of RAD51 inhibitors exist: compounds interfering with RAD51 ssDNA
binding ability, and compounds that stimulate the formation of toxic RAD51 complexes (inducing
nucleoprotein filament formation). Currently, neither class has proceeded to clinical trials; however,
they have demonstrated potential in pre-clinical studies, with further improvement of their solubility,
toxicity and effectiveness required for progression into clinical trials (Table 7).

B02 was identified by high-throughput screening and is a specific RAD51 inhibitor, interfering
with RAD51s ssDNA binding activity [294]. B02 treatment increases sensitivity to DNA-damaging
agents (including cisplatin, MMC, PARP1 inhibitors) by inhibiting RAD51-dependent DSB repair [280].
In a pre-clinical mouse xenograft model, B02 improved the effects of cisplatin treatment [295].
In multiple myeloma cells (with increased rates of HR mediating chemotherapy resistance) B02
sensitises cells to low-toxicity doses of doxorubicin, resulting in significant synthetic lethality [296].
High-throughput screening identified RI-1, which binds covalently to the surface of RAD51 protein and
is thought to destabilize RAD51 oligomerization/filament formation on DNA. RI-1 inhibits RAD51 foci
formation following DNA damage but does not affect replication protein A (RPA) foci formation. RI-1,
stably and irreversibly inhibits RAD51, sensitising cancer cells to MMC [281]. Inhibitors stimulating
the formation of toxic RAD51 complexes exploit the upregulation of RAD51 (by enhancing filament
stability) targeting cancer cells constitutively overexpressing RAD51 and sparing non-tumour cells.
A library screen identified the RAD51 inhibitor, RS-1 (RAD51-stimulatory compound 1),
which enhanced nucleoprotein filament stability [282]. RS-1 stimulates RAD51 DNA binding and
recombination activities (locking it into its active conformation), and RS-1 induces synthetic lethality in
RAD51 overexpressing cancer cells [297] (Table 7). Additional RAD51 inhibitors have been developed
that target key RAD51–BRCA2 binding sites, facilitating DNA repair. Breast cancer susceptibility gene
2 (BRCA2) is key protein that mediates HR, and defects in BRCA2 predispose cells to DNA damage and
patients to cancers (particularly breast and ovarian cancers) [298]. BRCA2 contains eight conserved
BRC repeats (the primary sites used by BRCA2 to bind RAD51), which facilitate the BRCA2-mediated
assembly of RAD51 nucleoprotein filaments [299]. BRCA2 BRC repeats 1–4 bind free RAD51 with high
affinity and facilitate RAD51 loading onto RPA-coated ssDNA, while BRC repeats 5–8 bind the RAD51
nucleoprotein filament with high affinity (having a low affinity free RAD51) [300]. In vitro, the RAD51
inhibitor, IBR2, sensitises cancer cells to IR, by disrupting the RAD51–BRC interaction (inducing
proteasome-mediated RAD51 degradation) [301]. The development of IBR120 (a IBR2 analogue) led to
higher specificity and growth inhibition in a range of cancer cells, in vitro [283] (Table 7).

3.3.2. RAD52 Inhibitors

The DNA repair protein, RAD52, is involved in all HR pathways, binding ssDNA and inducing
DNA annealing though interactions with RAD51 and facilitating DNA strand-exchange. Interestingly,
it was recently discovered that RAD52 (in yeast) has a role in RNA-template mediated repair
of DSBs, although the mechanism of action is uncertain [302]. Importantly, RAD52 depletion
is synthetically lethal in BRCA2 and BRCA1/PALB2 deficient cells [303,304]. As such, RAD52
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inhibitors are promising therapeutics, particularly in breast and ovarian cancers. Recent initiatives
to discover RAD52 inhibitors have yielded a number of compounds that either inhibit RAD52
oligomerization or block RAD52-mediated ssDNA binding activities. A high-throughput screen
of small molecule libraries discovered 6-hydroxy-D-L-dopa, which inhibited the oligomerisation
activity of RAD52 [287]. Additional library screens identified D-103 and D-G23, which displayed
the ability to block RAD52-mediated ssDNA annealing [284]. In another approach, molecular
docking of chemical libraries led to the discovery of a number of RAD52 inhibitors, of which AICAR
[5-amino-1-((2R,3R,4S,5R)-3,4-dihydroxy-5-(hydroxymethyl)-tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-1H-imidazole-4-
carboxamide] disrupted the RAD52-ssDNA interactions and displayed synthetic lethality in BRCA1
and BRCA2 mutated cells [285] (Table 7). Recent high-throughput screens identified a number of
compounds predicted to bind within the ssDNA-binding groove of the RAD52 oligomeric ring,
disrupting RAD52-ssDNA interactions. Additional in silico screening of these targets led to the
discovery of the novel RAD52 inhibitor, NP-00425, which fits into the RAD52 ssDNA binding
groove. Two additional compounds identified by computational modeling [(−)-Epigallocatechin)
and Epigallocatechin-3-monogallate] inhibited RAD52-ssDNA binding, and were synthetically lethal
in BRCA2 or MUS81 deficient cells [286] (Table 7). Together, these results demonstrate the exciting
therapeutic potential of targeting RAD52-mediated DNA repair, particularly in BRCA-deficient
cancers. A recent report identified 6-hydroxy-dopa (6-OH-dopa) as an allosteric inhibitor of the RAD52
ssDNA-binding domain. 6-OH-dopa is reported to suppress RAD52 recruitment and recombination
activity in vitro (by disrupting RAD52 heptamer and undecamer ring superstructures), selectively
inhibiting the proliferation of BRCA deficient cancer cells. As such 6-OH-dopa is a promising new
potential therapeutic [305] (Table 7).

3.3.3. RAD54 Inhibitors

RAD54 is a helicase and is a member of helicase Superfamily 2 of ATPase-dependent DNA
translocases. RAD54 belongs to the SNF2 (SWI2/SNF2) protein family of dsDNA-dependent ATPases,
but lacks DNA strand-separation activity. RAD54 has important roles in protecting genome stability
in the HR pathway (in conjunction with RAD51), mediating DNA supercoiling as it translocates
along dsDNA [306]. The RAD54 inhibitor, streptonigrin (STN) is an antitumor antibiotic found to
bind the RAD54 ATPase domain and inactivate RAD54 by generating reactive oxygen species [288].
Streptonigrin has been used clinically for the treatment for cancer (including breast, lung, lymphoma,
melanoma). However, clinically, streptonigrin induces prolonged, severe bone marrow depression,
limiting its use [307] (Table 7). Recently, streptonigrin has been reported to bind to and inhibit
SUMO-specific protease, SENP1, which makes its mechanism of action less clear but may help explain
its clinical effects [289].

3.4. Targeting Chromatin Remodelling

Nucleosomes are the basic unit of chromatin, and each core nucleosome consists of an octameric
complex of the core histone proteins, heterodimers of H2A/H2B and H3/H4 that wrap 145–147
bp of DNA, and are connected by linker DNA to the adjacent nucleosome [308,309]. Nucleosomes
package and compact DNA, allowing higher-level structure to form in three-dimensional nuclear space
(forming ordered loops, domains and chromatin fibers), ultimately assembling chromosomes [310,311].
These higher order structures mediate essential cellular processes, such as coordination of DNA repair
or gene expression [309,312]. Chromatin bound proteins are subject to (often multiple) post translational
modifications (PTM) (including acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, sumoylation) [313–316].
Histone PTM can determinate higher order chromatin structure and regulate the ordered recruitment
of enzyme complexes [316]. Abnormalities in histone PTM or nucleosome processing have been
linked to genome instability and cancer initiation/progression [317,318]. Acetylation and methylation
are two major chemical modifications affecting nucleosome status [319]. Nucleosome packing and
chromatin architecture surrounding any DSB mediates the efficiency of the DDR to access and repair
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damaged DNA [317]. Resolution of DSBs requires coordination between the DSB machinery and
chromatin remodelling complexes, to create a suitable chromatin context, allowing the correct and
chronological recruitment of DDR proteins [320,321]. Importantly, open, relaxed chromatin is required
for the DDR, and open and actively transcribed domains are associated with high levels of histone
acetylation [317,322].

3.4.1. Acetylation Inhibitors

Histone acetylation is required for many aspects of genome regulation and metabolism,
and aberrant acetylation has been linked to the development of numerous diseases, including
cancer (for review see [323–325]). Histone acetylation is associated with chromatin remodelling and
transcription activation, where the acetylation moieties neutralise the positive charge of lysine residues,
affecting the interaction between histones and the DNA’s negatively charged backbone. This induces
a more relaxed chromatin confirmation, allowing factors access to the DNA and facilitating gene
expression. Histone lysine acetylation is maintained by two opposing enzyme classes: Writers, or lysine
(K) acetyl transferases (KATs; also referred to as histone acetyl transferases or HATs) which add
the acetylation modification, and Erasers, which are histone deacetylases (HDACs) that remove
acetylation marks [326]. Additionally, acetylation readers recognise acetylated lysine residues using
bromodomains, which are present in 46 diverse nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins [327]. Readers
include factors such as transcription factors that regulate gene expression, based on the chromatin
context (deacetylated—closed, or acetylated—open).

3.4.2. HDAC Inhibitors

The HDAC family is divided into two groups: classical Zinc (Zn)-dependent (Class I and II
enzymes: which include HDACs 1–10), and Zn-independent, NAD-dependent (Class III enzymes;
including HDAC11) enzymes, known as sirtuins [328]. In general, HDACs participate in large
multiprotein complexes, commonly in association with co-repressors and silencing mediators [326,329].
As hyperacetylating agents, most HDAC inhibitors (HDACi) consist of three components: an active
site metal binding unit, a surface recognition domain and a linker (connecting the other two
domains) [330,331]. HDACis increase levels of the acetylated histones, which can induce re-expression
of silenced genes and activate antitumor pathways (including growth arrest, senescence, apoptosis
or autophagy) [332]. However, the mechanism of actions of many HDACi are complex and not fully
understood. HDACi targeting classical Zn-dependent HDACs often contain a moiety that occupies the
catalytic core of the zinc-binding site, interfering with Zn binding [333]. Chemically HDACis can be
divided into different classes based on their structures: hydroxamic acids, cyclic peptide structures,
benzamides or short-chain fatty acids [334,335] (Table 8).

Currently, there are three hydroxamic acid based HDACis (Vorinostat, Belinostat, Panobinostat)
and a cyclic peptide HDACi (Romidepsin) with FDA approval (Table 8). These four (and several
other non-FDA approved HDACis) are enrolled in clinical trials for the treatment of several cancer
types [335,336]. Currently >20 clinical trials utilising HDACis are underway [337]. Hydroxamic
acid-based HDACis act though the CAP region of the HDACi molecule binding to the HDAC, and it is
this region that determines HDAC class selectivity. The CAP contains a connecting unit (CU), a spacer
(S), and the terminal (–CONHOH) region [a Zinc-binding group (ZBG)] (for review see [337]). It is
the interaction of the ZBG with the HDACs zinc ion that inhibits HDAC activity [338,339]. Vorinostat
(SAHA, suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid, zolinza, L-001079038) has strong anti-proliferative activity,
through the activation of tumour suppressor genes (including p21, e-cadherin) and by decreasing the
expression of other key genes (including cyclin B1, c-myc, cyclin D1) which results in cell cycle arrest,
apoptosis induction and cell differentiation [331,340,341]. Vorinostat was FDA approved (2006) for
the treatment of refractory cutaneous T-cell lymphoma and is currently enrolled in >250 clinical trials
(including three phase III) for the treatment of multiple cancer types. The sulfonamide-hydroxamide,
belinostat (PXD101, Beleodaq) was FDA approved for the treatment of relapsed or refractory peripheral
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T-cell lymphoma and is currently enrolled in >40 clinical trials (encompassing 24 phase II trials) for the
treatment of multiple tumour types. Panobinostat (LBH 589) (a cinnamic hydroxamic acid analogue)
is an oral histone deacetylase inhibitor which is FDA approved (2015) for use in combination with
other agents in refractory or relapsed multiple myeloma and is enrolled in >130 trials (6 phase III trials
against multiple cancer types completed) [342,343] (Table 8).

Cyclic peptide-based HDACis are potent and structurally complex HDACis, with increased
HDAC isoform selectivity, mediated through modification of the CAP group moiety (providing the
improved specificity and activity). Cyclic peptide-based HDACi [containing a AOE (2-amino-8-oxo-9,
10-epoxy-decanoyl) moiety] can be divided into two families (based on macrocyclic moieties): cyclic
tetrapeptides and bicyclic depsipeptides. Cyclic tetrapeptides are formed by a cyclic scaffold of D- and
L-amino acids. Bicyclic depsipeptides display high selectivity for the Class I HDACs (HDAC1, HDAC2,
HDAC3, HDAC8) and require activation by intracellular reactions (to unmask thiol- containing side
chain, working as a ZBG) (for review see [337]). Romidepsin (depsipeptides, Istodax, FR 901228)
is the most characterised HDACi in this family and in vitro, romidepsin primarily induces growth
arrest (due to p21 expression), however cell lines with downregulated p21 undergo apoptosis [344].
Romidepsin was FDA approved (2009) for the treatment of refractory or relapsed cutaneous and
peripheral T cell lymphomas (Table 8). In vivo, romidepsin induces cell cycle arrest, apoptosis and
inhibits angiogenesis [345].

Chidamide, in the benzamide family of HDACis, was designed with molecular docking analysis
and displays a high affinity for HDAC class I and HDAC class IIb. Chidamide treatment induces
increased histone acetylation (H3, Lys9, 18 and H4 Lys8), inducing transcription and G0/G1
cell cycle arrest [346,347]. Chidamide is enrolled >30 clinical trials, with two in phase III trials
against hormone-receptor positive breast cancer (NCT02482753) and peripheral T cell lymphoma
(NCT03023358) (Table 8). The synthetic benzamide derivative, entinostat (SNDX-275, MS 275,
MS 27-275) is a HDACi targeting Class 1 HDACs (HDAC1, HDAC3) and is enrolled in >50 trials for
the treatment of a range of cancers. Entinostat is currently undergoing a phase III trial (NCT02115282),
in combination with exemestane, for the treatment of recurrent or metastatic hormone receptor-positive
breast cancer [348].

Finally, short-chain fatty acid HDACis have a mechanism of action that remains poorly
understood—their carboxylic function may act as a ZBG, or they may compete with deacetylation
reaction-released acetate [338]. Valproic acid (VPA) targets class I and IIa HDACs and is the only
member of this HDACi class enrolled in clinical trials (>80 overall, five in phase III against multiple
tumour types) [349]. In vivo and in vitro VPA induces the differentiation of transformed cells and
can delay growth in primary tumours [350,351]. Interestingly, VPA has been used in the treatment of
epilepsy for almost 30 years.
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Table 8. Small Molecule Inhibitors of DNA Repair Proteins—Chromatin Modification.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action Clinical Trial

Acetylation

HDAC

Chromatin
modification and

DDR

Histone
deacetylases

(HDACs) I, IIa,
IIb, IV

Vorinostat/SAHA
Inhibits HDAC by binding
the zinc-activated catalytic
site [352].

FDA approved (2006) for the treatment of cutaneous manifestations of T-cell
lymphoma [352].
Phase III trial of vorinostat in the treatment of advanced malignant pleural
mesothelioma and multiple myeloma: NCT00128102.
Phase III trial in combination with chemotherapy for the treatment of
advanced non-small cell lung cancer patients: NCT00473889.

HDACs I, II Belinostat
Inhibits HDAC by binding to
the zinc-activated catalytic
site [353].

FDA approved (2014) for the treatment of patients with relapsed or refractory
peripheral T-cell lymphoma [353].
Phase I–II clinical trials in the treatment of a range of solid tumours, acute
myeloid leukaemia, cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, lung and liver cancer and
non-Hodgkins lymphoma and other haematological malignancies.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=belinostat&age_v=&gndr=
&type=&rslt=&Search=Apply

HDACs I, II Panobinostat
Inhibits HDAC by binding to
the zinc-activated catalytic
site [354].

FDA approved (2015) for the treatment of patients with multiple myeloma.
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/ob/search_product.cfm
Phase I–III trials in the treatment of a range of cancers, including pancreatic,
breast, lung, liver, prostate, thyroid, renal, colon, brain, gastric, skin, and
haematological malignancies.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=panobinostat+AND+Cancer+
AND+Neoplasms&phase=0123

HDACs 1,2,4,6 Romidepsin
inhibits HDAC by binding to
the zinc-activated catalytic
site [345].

FDA approved (2009) for the treatment of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma in
patients who have received at least one prior systemic therapy.
2011: FDA approved for the treatment of peripheral T-cell lymphoma in
patients who have received at least one prior therapy [355].

HDACs 1,2,3,10 Chidamide
Inhibits HDAC by binding to
the zinc-activated catalytic
site [356].

Phase III trial in combination with exemestane for the treatment of
hormone-receptor positive advanced breast cancer: NCT02482753.
Phase III trial in combination with chemotherapy for the treatment of
peripheral T-cell lymphoma: NCT03023358.

HDACs I, IIa Valproic acid
(VPA)

In vivo and in vitro induces
differentiation of
transformed cells and can
delay growth in primary
tumours [350,351,357,358].

Enrolled in >80 clinical cancer trials, including five in phase III (for multiple
tumour types).
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Valproic+acid&
cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

p300/CBP, PCAF,
Tip60 Curcumin

Inhibits p300/CBP by
decreasing the binding
efficiency of both histones
and acetyl CoA to p300 [359].

Phase I–III clinical trials for the treatment of multiple tumour types.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Curcumin+
&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=belinostat&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=belinostat&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&Search=Apply
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/ob/search_product.cfm
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=panobinostat+AND+Cancer+AND+Neoplasms&phase=0123
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=panobinostat+AND+Cancer+AND+Neoplasms&phase=0123
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Valproic+acid&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Valproic+acid&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Curcumin+&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=Curcumin+&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
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Table 8. Cont.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action Clinical Trial

histone acetyl
transferases

(HAT)

p300, CBP, Tip60,
PCAF EGCG

Did not appear bind to the
HAT domain, potentially
binds another site on the
protein [357].

Phase I–IV clinical trials in a range of tumours including breast, prostate,
colon, lung, pancreas.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=EGCG&cntry=
&state=&city=&dist=

Tip60 TH1834 Binds into the AcCoA
binding pocket [360]. Pre-clinical development.

Tip60 NU9056 Binds into the AcCoA
binding pocket [361]. Pre-clinical development.

PCAF, Gcn5, p300
CREB PU139

Predicted to bind at the
catalytic site binding
pocket [362].

Pre-clinical development.

CBP, p300 PU141
Predicted to bind at the
catalytic site binding
pocket [362].

Pre-clinical development.

PCAF, Gcn5 CPTH6
Competes with Acetyl-CoA
to bind at the catalytic
site [363].

Pre-clinical development.

p300 RTK1

Through its hydroxyl group,
possibly forms a specific
interaction with lysine
residue (Lys-1358) in the
p300 HAT domain [364].

Pre-clinical development.

Methylation KMT

DOT1-L EPZ-5676
Occupies the S-adenosyl
methionine (SAM) binding
pocket of DOT1-L [365].

Phase I trial for the treatment of acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) and acute
lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL): NCT02141828.

G9a UNC0638

Occupies the histone
peptide-binding channel and
interacts with the
lysine-binding pocket [366].

Pre-clinical development.

EZH2 EPZ-6438
(tazemetostat)

Occupies the S-adenosyl
methionine (SAM) binding
pocket of EZH2 [367].

Phase I–II clinical trials for the treatment of recurrent ovarian, primary
peritoneal, or endometrial cancer, different types of lymphomas, sarcomas
and advanced solid tumours.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=EPZ-6438&age_v=&gndr=
&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply

SMYD2 AZ505

Inhibits though its
benzooxazinone group,
which is positioned within
the lysine-binding channel of
the substrate [368].

Pre-clinical development.

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=EGCG&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=Cancer&term=EGCG&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=EPZ-6438&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?term=EPZ-6438&age_v=&gndr=&type=&rslt=&phase=0&phase=1&phase=2&phase=3&Search=Apply
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Table 8. Cont.

Inhibitors
Targeting Enzymes Pathways Protein Target Inhibitor Mechanism of Action Clinical Trial

SETD8 Nahuoic acid A
Occupies the S-adenosyl
methionine (SAM) binding
pocket [369].

Pre-clinical development.

SETD8 Peptide based
inhibitors

Selective norleucine
containing peptide
inhibitor [370]

Pre-clinical development.

KDM LSD1

TCP
(tranylcypromine)

Inhibits LSD1 by forming a
covalent adduct with the
FAD cofactor [371].

Phase I/II trial in combination with ATRA (all-trans-retinoic acid) for the
treatment of acute myeloid leukaemia or myelodysplastic syndrome
(NCT02717884, NCT02273102).

GSK2879552

Inhibits LSD1 by forming a
covalent adduct with the
FAD cofactor, leading to
homolytic cleavage of the
cyclopropyl ring [372].

Phase I trial for the treatment of myelocytic leukaemia (NCT02177812) and
small cell carcinoma (NCT02034123). Phase II trial in combination with
azacitidine for the treatment of myelodysplastic syndrome: NCT02929498.
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3.4.3. Histone Acetyltransferase Inhibitors

Acetylation (Ac) is the transfer of an acetylation moiety onto a substrate. The lysine (K) acetyl-
transferase (KAT) or histone acetyl-transferases (HAT) family contains 17 members, with distinct
families grouped based on sequence conservation in the HAT domain. HATs are divided into five
families: Gcn5-related acetyltransferases (GNATs), the p300/CBP family, the general transcription
factor HATs (including the TFIID subunit, TAF250), nuclear hormone-related HATs (SRC1 and
ACTR/SRC3) (reviewed in [373]). The final HAT family is the largest and most divergent, the MYST
family (for MOZ, YBF2, SAS2, Tip60, MOF), which are characterised by the presence of a conserved
three-region histone acetyltransferase domain (containing an acetyl-CoA binding site), a zinc finger
and a helix-turn-helix DNA-binding motif [323,374]. Members of the MYST family have demonstrated
roles in gene regulation and most importantly, in genome stability [374]. The MYST family member,
Tip60, is of particular interest, due to its accumulation at DSBs, and for its key roles in mediating
the DSB DDR [acetylation and activation of ATM, histone acetylation (including H2AX) and p53
acetylation], making it a promising therapeutic target for cancer [323]. The essential role of Tip60
in the DDR has led to the search for Tip60 specific inhibitors [360,361,375]. KAT inhibitors (KATis)
(hypoacetylating agents) can be divided in two classes: inhibitors discovered from library screens
(such as Lys-CoA, garcinol, curcumin, anacardic acid, NU9056) or designed small molecules inhibitors
(like TH1834 or H3K9me3K14CoA). However, many current KATis targeting the catalytic domain
suffer from low (pan-) specificity, due to the highly conserved nature of the acetyltransferase domain
(for review see [323,376,377]).

KATis found by screening libraries of natural compounds (such as garcinol, anacardic acid or
curcumin) display a significant lack of selectivity [359,378]. The natural polyphenol, curcumin, is a
pan-specific KATi that can modulate multiple cell signalling pathways (including transcription) and
has anti-inflammatory activity. Curcumin is enrolled in many clinical trials (>55, 3 in phase III trials)
for use against a variety of cancers (Table 8). The green tea extract, EGCG (epigallocatechin-3-gallate),
is another polyphenol with pan-specific HAT inhibitor activity found to inhibit acetylation in vitro, and
downregulate p300 dependent acetylation in vivo [357,358]. It is currently in multiple clinical trials
(>20) as a potential anticancer or chemopreventive agent (Table 8). Newer KATis targeting the MYST
family (NU9056, TH1834, 6-alkylsalicylates) have shown promising results in vitro against multiple
cancer types [323,360,361,363,378]. Similarity-based virtual screening identified pyridoisothiazolones,
which were validated as inhibitors of p300/CBP-associated factor (PCAF) in vitro [379]. Subsequently,
two pyridoisothiazolone analogue inhibitors, PU139 [targeting PCAF, Gcn5, p300 and CREB (cAMP
response element-binding) protein (CBP)] and PU141 (inhibiting CBP and p300) were demonstrated to
have activity in vitro against a variety of tumour cell lines [362]. In vivo, PU139 and PU141 inhibited
the growth of neuroblastoma xenografts in mice. Additionally, in vivo, PU139 sensitised tumours to
doxorubicin treatment. CPTH6 [3-methylcyclopentylidene-[4-(4′-chlorophenyl)thiazol-2-yl] hydrazine]
is a thiazole derivative inhibitor of pCAF and Gcn5 in vitro [363,380]. In vivo, CPTH6 demonstrated
its efficacy by inhibiting lung cancer stem-like cells (LCSCs) in a xenograft model [381]. The natural
compound, plumbagin (RTK1), a hydroxynaph-thoquinone, was found to potently inhibit p300,
both in vitro and in vivo [364] (Table 8).

3.4.4. Methylation Inhibitors

Histone methylation (Me) is the addition of a methyl moiety onto a lysine or arginine residue [382].
Histone methylation is added by histone methyltransferases (HMTs), and methyl groups are removed
(from lysines or arginines) by histone demethylases (HDMs). HMTs are classified into two groups,
in three families: The first group acts on lysine methyltransferases (KMT) and has two families:
SET-domain containing enzymes and DOT1-like proteins. The second group has one family of
arginine-N-methyltransferase (PRMTs) which methylate arginines [383,384]. HDMs are divided in
lysine demethylases (KDMs) and arginine demethylases; however, the latter are not well characterised.
Histone methylation plays a key role in gene regulation and in DDR [385]. Dynamic DDR-mediated
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methylation has been observed on many histone H3 and H4 lysine residues. Both KMTs and KDMs
have been observed at DSBs [386]. Misregulation of lysine methylation is frequently observed in
cancers, and the diverse nature of the regulatory defects indicates that a proper equilibrium requires a
precise balance between HDMs and HMTs. Targeted disruption of histone methylation (in the DDR) is
a potential therapeutic option through the development of KMT and KDM inhibitors [380,387,388].

3.4.5. KMT Inhibitors

The initial KMT inhibitors were analogues of SAM (S-adenosyl methionine), a common
co-substrate involved in the transmethylation reaction. The bound SAM cofactor exhibited excellent
shape complementarity within the pocket formed between an activation loop and the α/β-fold in the
structure of the only non-SET-domain KMT known (DOT1-L). A product of this methylation process
is S-adenosyl homocysteine (SAH), a known non-selective inhibitor of many methyltransferases,
including DOT1-L [389]. DOT1-L is the only known HMT that specifically methylates histone
H3-lysine79 (H3K79). It has been shown in myeloid/lymphoid leukaemia (MLL) that DOT1-L
activity is needed for the development and maintenance of MLL-rearranged leukaemia. Based on
the structural information of DOT1-L, the SAM mimic EPZ004777 was developed as the first
SAM-competitive selective DOT1-L inhibitor [390]. EPZ004777 had high activity and selectivity for
DOT1-L, inducing the selective death of MLL cells in xenograft models [391]. However, EPZ004777
had poor pharmacokinetics and did not progress to clinical trials. EPZ-5676 (an improved EPZ004777
analogue) is undergoing a phase I trial (NCT02141828) for the treatment of AML and MLL [365]
(Table 8). Recently, new and novel DOT1-L inhibitors have been described, but will require further
in vitro investigation to determine if they have any clinical potential [392].

KMT containing SET-domains are the class’s most abundant, with seven families identified: EZ,
RIZ, SET1, SET2, SMYD, SUV4-20, SUV39 and orphan members (including SET7/9, SET8) [393].
As this subclass is implicated in tumour development, the generation of SET-domain inhibitors is of
great interest. Initially inhibitors were analogues of SAM; however, several new inhibitors have been
discovered (by library screening) and characterised. The selective protein lysine methyltransferase
(PKMT) G9 (also known as KMT1C or EHMT2) inhibitor BIX-01294 (a diazepin-quinazolin-amine
derivative) was discovered. Subsequently, the improved BIX-01294 analogues, UNC0224 and UNC0321
(40 and 250 times more potent), were developed [366]. Another analogue, UNC0638, was created
by adding an isopropyl group to the piperidine, nitrogen, and replacing the diazepam ring with a
cyclohexyl group, producing a more potent and less toxic inhibitor [366]. UNC0638 is highly selective
for G9a and the highly related GLP, while being inactive against other KMTs (Table 8).

The KMTs, EZH2 and EZH1, are implicated in the development of leukaemia and several
types of solid tumours. EPZ005678, and its improved analogue, EPZ-6438, are potent selective
SAM-competitive small molecules inhibitors of EZH2 [367]. EZH2-mutant NHL (non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma) xenograft-bearing mice treated with EPZ-6438 had significant inhibition of tumour growth.
EPZ-6438 (E7438) is currently enrolled in 15 clinical trials, nine as phase II trials, against recurrent
cancers (including ovarian, primary peritoneal or endometrial cancers, lymphomas, sarcomas and
other advanced solid tumours) (Table 8). The KMT SMYD2 represses the activity of tumour suppressor
proteins, p53 and Rb. AZ505 was found to be a potent and selective SMYD2 inhibitor, whose binding
is dependent on bound SAM [368]. SETD8 (PR-SET7 or KMT5a) is responsible for the DDR related
methylation of H4K20 and monomethylates non-histone substrates, including PCNA (proliferating
cell nuclear antigen), which deregulates it, promoting carcinogenesis [394,395]. Nahuoic acid A was
identified by high-throughput screening, and was the first selective SAM-competitive inhibitor of
SETD8 [369]. Further developments led to UNC0379 (a Nahuoic acid A analogue), found to be
highly selective for SETD8 (over 15 other methyltransferases, including PKMTs G9a and GLP) [18,396].
Recently, exciting new approaches led to the discovery of peptide based SETD8 inhibitors [370]
(Table 8).
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3.4.6. KDM Inhibitors

Lysine demethylase (KDM) misregulation has been observed in many tumours, resulting in
different consequences depending on the tissue or additional modulating mutations. LSD1 (lysine-
specific demethylase 1) was the first identified histone demethylase acting on histones, H3K4 and H3K9.
LSD1 plays key roles in cancer related pathways (including cell proliferation, chromosome segregation,
cell differentiation) and can promote tumour progression by inhibiting the tumour suppressor activity
of p53 [388]. Currently, two LSD1 inhibitors are enrolled in cancer clinical trials. Tranylcypromine
(TCP, Transamine, Parnate) inhibits LSD1 by forming a covalent adduct with the FAD cofactor and
induces growth arrest in vitro and in in vivo mouse xenograft models (breast cancer, oral squamous
cell carcinoma) [397,398]. TCP is currently enrolled in two phase I/II trials for the treatment
of AML (NCT02717884, NCT02273102). GSK2879552 is an orally bioavailable, irreversible and
selective inhibitor binding to LSD1 with excellent pre-clinical physicochemical properties. GSK2879552
is enrolled in a trial (NCT02929498) for the treatment of High Risk Myelodysplastic Syndromes
(MDS) [372,399] (Table 8).

4. Conclusions

In order to advance our treatment of cancer by using truly personalised treatment regimes, we
need molecular profiling (patient and tumour) combined with specific treatments targeting each
tumour’s unique mutational/biochemical profile. Understanding targeted treatments molecular
mechanisms of action will allow multiple treatments to be combined (with either existing treatments or
with newly developed targeted treatments), to improve synergistic effects (such as avoiding resistance
to single agents). Great strides have been made in the last decade in the development of compounds
targeting specific pathways required for genome stability, often dysregulated or absent in many cancers.
Importantly, these new inhibitors are being used to reveal exciting new fundamental molecular
mechanisms of the DNA damage response, allowing us to better understand how cancer forms
and progresses.

The many promising results of targeted drug development in vitro are being applied and validated
in pre-clinical models and in clinical trials, producing truly valuable new therapeutic options for
many cancers. The current successes in the development and deployment of several classes of
compounds (FDA/clinical approval) is being combined with molecular tumour profiling (genomic or
transcriptomic), to deliver on the immense potential of targeted inhibitors to achieve truly personalised
cancer medicine. Ultimately, targeted treatments will improve patient outcomes (increasing survival
times) and hopefully, one day, allow many cancers to become chronic, not lethal, diseases.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

DDR DNA damage response
FDA Food and Drug Administration (United States)
HAT Histone acetyltransferase
HATi HAT inhibitors
HDAC Histone de-acetyltransferase
HDACi Histone de-acetyltransferase inhibitor
HMT Histone methyltransferases
KDM Lysine demethylases
DSB Double strand break
SSB Single Strand Break
SSA Single Strand Annealing
HR Homologous recombination
NHEJ Non-Homologous End Joining
CA Centrosome Amplification
PARPi PARP inhibitors
ATM Ataxia-telangiectasia mutated
ATR Ataxia and Rad3-related
PIKK Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-related kinase
IR Ionizing radiation
FA Fanconi Anemia
MMC Mitomycin C
MMEJ Microhomology-Mediated End Joining
PTM Post translational modifications
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